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U.S. 
and  
Britain
 
agree  to 
short  extension for
 Iraq 
UNITED
 NATIONS 
(AP)  
Facing 
almost certain defeat,
 the United 
States and Britain 
signaled Tuesday they 
would  agree to a 
short extension
 of a 
deadline for 
Saddam  Hussein 
to disarm 
or 
face war  
but  a 45 -day 
delay pro-
posed 
by six swing 
council nations 
appeared 
out of the
 question. 
The Bush 
administration had talked 
of a vote as early as 
Tuesday, but with 
France and 
Russia  threatening 
to veto 
the current 
draft  resolution, and
 without 
the 
minimum nine
 "yes" votes, it 
held  up 
action in the council. 
The U.S. campaign
 for votes 
suffered
 
another  blow 
when  a spokesman
 for 
Palcistan's ruling parry
 said the country 
will 
abstain on the
 resolution. 
Azeem  
Chaudhry
 made the 
announcement  as 
Pakistani
 Prime 
Minister  Zafarullah
 
Khan Jonah  appealed for Baghdad to be 
given more time 
to disarm, saying: "We
 
do not want to see the destruction of 
the 
Iraqi pepple, the destruction of 
the  
country 
But Iraq's
 U.N. ambassador 
Mohammed AI-Douri, speaking to 
Security Council on Tuesday 
afternoon,
 
insisted that his country has made 'the 
strategic decision to rid itself of its 
weals'', 
of mass 
demo',  non."
 Ira,i l-
Douri said, 
"reiterates 
its  readiness 
to 
cooperate,"  
under  the 
Resolution  1441,
 
authorizing  
weapons  
inspections  of 
Iraq.  
"We
 will 
convincingly  
respond  to 
any-
one who 
has  any doubts 
about Iraq's 
cooperation."  
White 
House  spokesman  An
 
Fleischer said 
the resolution would 
be 
put
 to a vote this week.
 He indicated a 
readinc...i..,,,,,,pronuse,
 
but -.aid 
a pro-
posal being floated to push hack the 
March 17 deadline by a month was
 "a 
non-starter." 
"There is room for diplomacy here," 
Fleischer said. 
'Not
 much room and not 
much 
time."  
lie spoke as Cameroon's Ambassador 
Martin Belinga-Eboutou was announc-
ing that he and five other ambassadors 
from kcs 
souncil
 nations
  
MUCK°,  
Chile, Angola, Guinea and Pakistan  
would suggest an even 
longer deadline 
of 45 days and the addition 
of bench-
marks that Saddam
 I lussein would have 
to meet 
to
 avoid war. 
But  U.S. 
officials  rejected the proposal.
 
"It's 
not going anywhere, 
there's only 
one 
resolution on the 
table,"  one U.S. 
official said. 
CSU supports
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PENIS 
ELE 
1111.011.1111
 
governor's
 
Candidates
 debate issues before 
elections 
budget
 cuts 
FULLERTON 
(AP)
  California 
State University 
supports
 the gover-
nor's 
proposed  budget 
cuts  because 
alternatives  proposed by 
the legislative 
analyst's  
office
 would be 
even  worse 
on 
students,  a spokeswoman
 for the 
23 campus
-system
 said Tuesday. 
A record 
statewide budget deficit 
has forced cuts 
to all of California's 
higher education 
institutions, includ-
ing
 eliminating $326.1
 million from 
the CSU's
 annual $3 billion 
budget.  
The governor's budget 
assumes  the 
CSU, 
the  nation's largest 
public uni-
versity 
system,
 will raise fees by 25 
percent and 
that a third of the rev-
enue will 
be diverted for 
financial
 aid. 
The legislative analyst's office pro-
poses 15 percent 
fee increases and 
diverting only 
4 percent of that to 
financial aid. 
"More than 7,000 
stucients won't( 
not receive
 financial
 aid 
under the 
LAO 
proposal. That 
would
 he devas-
tating
 for our students who depend 
on that money to go to school, said 
CSU spokeswoman Colleen Bentley -
Adler.
 
"We at this point are supporting the 
governor's  budget and not the LAO 
recommendation,"  she said following 
a briefing
 to CSUs governing 
board  
on the 
legislative  analyst's 
proposals.  
The CSU,
 with 23 campuses,
 has a 
record
 406,896 students
 enrolled this 
year. Chancellor
 Charles B. 
Reed  has 
said an additional
 24,000 students
 are 
expected to enroll next
 year. 
The governor's
 proposal 
would  
increase 
enrollment 
funding  at 
CSU
 
by about 
7 percent. 
The legislative
 
analyst's
 office has 
recommended  a 4 
percent 
increase. 
"We 
believe  the 
proposed  
increase
 at 
CSU 
far exceeds
 any 
reasonable  
projection 
of demand.
 Moreover,
 
given the 
state's fiscal
 circumstances,
 
we believe
 growth in 
student  enroll-
ment 
should  be 
focused
 at the 
lower -
cost 
colleges," the 
legislative 
analyst's  
report said. 
The governor's 
budget has recom-
mended  $166 million
 in increases to 
campus
-specific  financial
 aid programs 
at CSU. The
 legislative analyst has rec-
ommended the 
state provide 
addition-
al Cal Grant 
finding,  which is 
open  to 
all students, rather 
than targeted finan-
cial aid
 at specific
 campuses
 
By Rebecca 
Villaneda 
Daily Staff 
Writer 
Candidates for the 
Associated 
Students elections debated
 one anoth-
er Tuesday as they prepared 
for next 
week's scheduled elections. 
The 
first debate was between 
the 
two candidates
 running for  vice-pres-
ident. William Chang
 is running as an 
independent candidate, and 
Alice  M. 
Lee is running with the Spartan 
party.  
I.ee has been with A.S. for two years
 
as a director
 of campus advising affairs 
and 
director  of governing affairs and 
is looking to 
take on her third term. 
She said her main 
reason  for running 
was
 to complete existing A.S. 
projects  
that she helped create. 
She also said she 
understands  the 
duties of the vice-president and how 
it
 
would be the
 elected candidate's 
responsibility to serve 
as the liaison 
between the executive board members 
and the directors. 
Lee's. opponent,
 Chang, said he 
thought electing a new person to A.S. 
would provide
 fresh ideas. 
"I think there are enough people 
involved with the 
Spartan  party run-
ning that can fulfill those projects that 
are in the works," she said. 
"I'm neutral, and I believe in cooper-
ative teamwork," Chang said. "A big 
part of this position is to allow all peo-
ple on the board to speak when they 
have something to say" 
l,ee addressed the internal problems 
that are occurring within A.S. and 
said 
the  key word was communica-
tion.  
"There have 
been meetings that 
have run for four
 to six hours because 
of problems," 
Lee said. "We need 
someone in this 
position
 to take the 
extra steps
 outside of board meetings 
to
 find out what those internal prob-
lems
 are." 
Chang said 
one  thing on his agenda 
is to see the empty board positions 
filled if he were to be elected. 
"I would also have monthly one-on-
one meetings with the directors and 
make sure each individual task is 
being performed," he said. 
As a final statement, Lee said she 
wanted to see a united board. 
"It will take a lot of work to resolve 
internal conflict within A.S," she said. 
"I am willing to take the time out of 
my day to have constant communica-
Josh Sturgis / 
Daily  Stall 
Alice Lee, Arash Shokouh 
and 
Mike Nguyen of the 
Spartan 
Party participated in Tuesday's 
Associated Students candidates 
debate in the Umunhum Room. 
tion with the board members." 
Following the vice presidential can-
didates was the only candidate for the 
position of controller, Rachel 
Greathouse of the Spartan party. 
She said the most pressing
 issue that 
A.S will face 
would  be deciding the 
future of the Child 
Care Center. She 
said it is a widely used 
program
 that is 
in need of funding since the 
state of 
California stopped- funding it. 
"Santa Clara County is still
 deciding 
whether they will fund 
it," she said. 
"A.S. will have to find some
 way to get 
$400,000, so the 
center continues to 
run the way it has been." 
Greathouse has also 
devised  a plan 
called a fundraiser 
packet  for student 
organizations  that need money 
to put 
on events. 
"I will meet with the organizations
 
and help 
them set up a fundraising
 
process, she said. 
Following the candidate for con-
troller,
 the three candidates for 
the  
position  of director of campus climate
 
had 
time  to address their issues. 
Candidates  Aaron Baskin 
and 
See
 
DEBATE, 
page  6 
Josh Sturgis
 Daily Staff 
Associated Students candidates
 for vice president, Alice Lee of the Spartan party arid William Chang an 
independent candidate, debated in the
 Umunhum Room on Tuesday. 
Election has 
lack  of opposition 
By 
Falguni
 Blutta 
Daily Staff 
Writer  
The Associated Students 
general 
elections slated to take place next week 
might not be as 
competitive
 as the elec-
tions last year. 
Nineteen candidates will contest for 
the 14 executive and legislative posi-
tions 
this year, compared to last year's 
figures of 38 candidates
 competing for 
16
 positions, according to the A.S.  
voter's 
guide. 
Many 
members
 of the campus com-
munity have 
reacted  to the lack of com-
petition among candidates for this 
year's 
election.  
Alfonso De Alba, 
the A.S. executive 
director, said 
he
 thought students 
were
 
impacted by the current political and 
economic
 conditions and that could be 
the reason they showed a lack of inter-
est in contesting
 
for the upcoming elec-
tions. 
"I believe that students are a lot more 
concerned about 
important  issues in 
their lives," 
he
 said. A war is coming 
up, the economy
 is not good, the cost of 
living in the valley has not 
dropped." 
He said SJSU has a large working 
population that would have to concen-
trate more on working and earning 
money than participating in extracur-
ricular activities.
 
1)e Alba said he recalled a similar sit-
uation during the Gulf War when there 
was not much student participation in 
the A.S. elections, file said it was diffi-
cult for him to predict the outcome ol 
these elections. 
"Only time will tell whether there will 
be a positive or a negative outcome," 
he
 
said. 
The only party competing for A.S. 
positions this year is the Spartan party 
The rest of the 
candidates  are running 
independently. I.ast year  three parties 
ran for different 
positions  in the elec-
tions: the Impact 
(Innovative  Members 
Promoting
 Advocacy 
Change and 
Trust) party the 
SJS(T
 
party and the 
Spartan party, according to A.S. 
1 luy Tian. the 
independent
 candidate 
for
 
the position of director of governing 
affairs, 
ran as an Impact party candidate 
for the same position last 
year. 
"The 
reason
 
why  I 
am 
running inde-
See NUMBERS,
 page 6 
State
 
auditors  
criticize 
costs 
for 
PeopleSoft
 
Program  
teaches
 
social
 responsibility 
SACRANIEN 
( ) (Al') 
State
 
auditors 
say the 
California  
State  
University system 
spent 
too much 
for 
new software
 to centralize 
its adminis-
tration,  bought 
it without
 fully docu-
menting 
the need, 
and saddled
 the 23 -
campus  system 
with higher 
long-term  
costs
 instead of 
saving 
money  as origi-
nally 
predicted.  
rcptirl
 
huiuints 
out 
that a sottwafe 
project expected
 in 19/8 to cost 1320 
million 
to SAX) million 
may now total 
$662 million over nine years ending in 
2007. Auditors called
 the university's 
stated reasons for buying
 the software 
system "insufficient to justify its 
signifi-
cant
 
investment."
 
Auditors also questioned the objectivi-
'Bowler
 . 
. 
S801,  Yoneda / 
Daily  Staff 
Pratit  
Vakharia,
 a sophomore
 majoring
 in business,
 attempted 
to hit 
the 
ball
 bowled by 
Mahavir 
Sheth,  a 
junior
 majoring 
in electrical
 
engineering,
 
during  a 
game
 of cricket
 Friday in 
front of 
Tower  Hall, 
ty plisrss tint 
eVentkially  sfectett the 
contract 
to Pleasanton
-based
 
PeopleSoft, 
Inc., over 
Pennsylvania
-
based SCT. 
I.ast year,
 Gov. Gray Davis 
vetoed 
intent language
 in the state
 budget to 
freeze 
funding
 for the 
project  until the 
auditors 
finished  the report. 
State university
 officials  litesday
 dis-
puted 
cost  figures in the 
auditor's  161 -
page  analysis, 
and  said the 
software  proj-
ect cost 
only  minimally more 
than their 
initial projections. 
The inditor's 
report unleashed a 
tor-
rent otcriticism 
from legislators and uni-
versity faculty 
members  who originally 
asked 
that auditors examine the 
nine-
year contract. 
By Norikazu
 Ambo 
Daily 
Staff 11'rite? 
A one-year leadership
 program 
offered by the International and 
National Voluntary Service 
Training  
program is designed for people 
who 
want to make a difference
 in their 
community and are wilting to 
work for 
the betterment of humanity, said Scott 
Myers -Lipton, the director of 
the pro-
gram. 
Myers -Lipton, an assistant professor 
of 
sociology
 who
 has been in 
charge
 of 
the 
program  since its inception at 
San 
Jose  State University three years ago, 
.aid the program assists "scholar Annie Sayo, a 
senior  social science 
actiVistS" to analyze and 
solve  commit- major.  said she participated in the pro -
nits  
and global 
problems.
 
gram last year and her experience 
geginning
 
this  summer 
and 
contin- 
opened  
her  
eyes and helped 
her  realize 
iting to the next summer in 2004, the what leadership really is. "The pro
-
participants, will experience a 71 -mile gram makes (participants) do work. It 
canoe 
trip 
in 
Green  
River,
 Utah, 
tray- challenges 
people," Sayo said. 
el 
to the Navajo
 (Dine) 
nation  in 
Despite the 
arduousness
 of turning 
northern 
Arizona,  
live at the San Jose in 
a paper once every 
two 
weeks  as 
Family 
Shelter 
for a 
week 
and finally
 
part of a class requirement, she
 said 
do community work in 
El Salvador. the best thing she learned was how to 
Eleven SJSUI students from different organize groups and resolve conflict 
ethnicities  and backgrounds are 
taking within her cohort. 
part in the program this 
year, Myers- Sayo said that, as time goes by, she 
Lipton  said. The 
next 
cohort  of
 stu- realizes how the program 
helped her 
dents,  now 
being
 recruited, 
will  con-
sist 
of 15 to 
20
 students.
 
See
 INVST,
 page 6 
Child  
nutrition
 
panel 
describes
 
careers in 
health
 
By 
Janine  Stanhope 
Daily  
Staff
 Writer 
A panel of child nutrition and
 food 
science
 specialists gave their
 insight 
into 
what
 to expect after graduation
 to 
about
 45 San Jose
 
State 
Ifniversity  stu-
dents at a professional 
career
 day forum 
Tuesday
 in the Guadalupe 
Room in 
the Student Union. 
Some students, such as I ,inda 
Bloom,  
a graduate
 student in the nutrition
 and 
food 
science
 
department,
 
said  
the 
forum helped her to learn 
more 
about
 
the nutrition jobs
 that are available 
in 
the field. 
"I am still considering
 what 
I 
want
 
to 
she  said I lia5c lie of an idea .4 
what
 the
 
responsibilities  are in 
the 
food 
service
 
industry."
 
Susane
 
Head, the 
Career
 Center 
counselor
 
and co -coordinator 
for the 
event
 
served
 as 
moderator
 and 
asked 
the 
panel
 to 
define
 some 
of
 the
 job 
requirements
 and 
challenges  the
 
panel 
members
 
face  
with  school  
districts
 and 
budgets  
on
 a daily 
basis. 
Janet 
McCown,
 
a child 
nutrition  
consultant
 for 
the San Jose
 Unified 
School
 
District
 and part 
of the 
panel, 
said
 
networking
 helps
 to keep 
in 
touch 
with 
the 
people  
and the 
changes
 that 
you need 
to 
know  
about  in the
 
food
 
industry.
 
"Make 
friends 
and  network," she Mari Fujikawa, a field 
operations
 
said, 
"It helps 
to belong to 
professional
 supervisor with 
the Cupernno 
School
 
organizations
 
such as the 
American District was
 also part of
 the
 
panel.
 She 
Dietetics
 
Association
 
and 
American
 
said she works with 
people
 
in 24 
differ -
Schools
 
Foist 
Service Association." ent schools and enjoys the 
opportunity
 
Mary  Fell, a 
manager
 
of child mini- to teach 
nutrition
 education
 
to
 
children
 
non
 
services
 
with  the ,'shim Rock in the 
classns
 'to in 
addition  
to 
her 
School 
District
 and 
a member of the daily
 
responsibilities
 
panel, 
said she 
felt
 her financial man- 
it is 
important  to be 
organized
 
and 
agement
 
skills  were 
important  to 
know
 be able to work
 on many 
projects 
at 
and 
encouraged
 
students
 to learn 
the once, 
be
 flexible and be able
 to 
corn -
general
 
management  
skills  
about the 
municate with 
peopie of 
all 
different
 
food
 
industry
 as well
 ages, cultural backgrounds and 
perscm-
"It's 
important
 to have people and alines," 
Fujikawa  
sai,l.  
organizational
 skills." 
..he said. "Also, 
Fujikawa
 situ  her 
internship
 
led 
to 
know
 the numbers,
 the 
procedures  anti 
employment and that 
internships
 
can 
the 
process."
 
See CHILDREN,
 
page
 6 
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"Protests are 
a 
practice of 
one's 
rights in 
America to be 
free to say 
whatever he 
or she wants." 
VERONICA MENDOZA 
opposingviews:
 
Do 
war  
rotests
 
actual/
 
YES
 I Protests
 give 
the 
government
 a clear message 
Last Wednesday,
 students from more than 360 schools protested against a potential 
war  with Iraq. 
The anti -war protest, which was organized by The National Youth and Peace 
Coalition, was a stepping -stone for students to begin practicing 
their First 
Amendment rights by voicing their opinions. 
In the '60s and the '70s, protests were more commonly practiced by college stu-
dents, but as the threat of war seems to draw closer, students are 
starting to take action, and I'm happy they are. 
There have been many war protests in the past, such as the 
Vietnam protests.
 Although the protests did not stop the war in 
Vietnam, they did empower people and give a clear message to 
the government that 
Americans will practice their 
rights when they don't agree 
with governmental policy. 
Protests are a practice of 
one's rights in America to be 
free to say whatever he or she 
wants. Freedom of speech is 
what  makes this country  a 
democracy. 
If there were no protests, we 
would simply be telling the 
leaders 
of this country that 
whatever they say goes. 
I don't believe that the 
protests alone can stop a war, 
but it is 
very important to 
practice the ideals that this 
country
 stands for. 
When President Bush was 
asked
 during a news confer-
ence last 'Thursday if the 
protests 
would change his 
mind on the war, he said no,
 
but he 
also  said he is happy 
that in this country people are 
able to express 
themselves  and 
their beliefs. 
A recent poll conducted by 
the New York 
Times  and CBS 
News also found that about 
two-thirds of Americans said 
that Bush 
should
 take into 
consideration
 the views of the protesters. 
This is important because although the protesters might not 
prevent a war, the protests are definitely
 conveying a message to 
the American people. It is showing that if we don't like some-
thing, we can say something about it. 
Many countries such as Cuba,
 Mexico and even Iraq are not 
given the freedom to protest against their government because 
they face the risk of being arrested, and in some cases, they may 
even be killed. 
Here in America,  we can say almost anything as long as we 
don't threaten or hurt 
anyone in the process. 
Therefore the peaceful protests 
that  have been taking place are 
definitely a step in 
the right direction. 
I 
doubt  that protests alone are going 
to change Bush's stance 
on war, but they make a 
difference  nonetheless. They prove a 
point. They show 
people
 that we will not just sit back and 
let the 
government
 do whatever it wants. 
I also believe, however, that 
protests  are only a step in getting 
your point across. Americans
 also need to be more involved 
politically in order 
to
 make change for our country. 
It is important for people 
to write to their government repre-
sentatives when they 
don't  agree with something, and it's even 
more important for the citizens of this 
country to vote. 
So, as protests against a 
possible war continue around the country, let us be happy 
that Americans are 
continuing  to practice their First Amendment rights. 
This  in 
itself makes all the difference in the world. 
Veronica Mendoza is a 
Spartan
 Daily Staff Writer. 
cam 
pusvoices  
"Yes. It 
creates awareness 
that this 
society's  
opposing  
(President  
Bush's)
 view. We 
have
 to tell him 
that not all 
Americans 
are supportive of 
what 
he does."
 
Anna 
Medina  
sophomore,
 
nursing  
"Not really, because the 
president doesn't take into 
consideration what the 
American people say. He's 
just doing what he wants 
to do." 
Suhail
 Ansari 
senior,
 civil engineering 
influence
 the 
government?
 
NO 
I 
Protests
 
won't
 
sway
 
ILLUSTRATION
 BY GYL SINHBANDITH 
' 
"Yes, it opens 
people's  eyes 
more and shows the 
Bush
 
administration that
 
common
 people have their 
voices."  
Troy Evangelho
 
cenior,  
music 
411/At 
40,4t:t 
toer 
1 
 A 
"No, I don't think
 so. Bush 
is going to do what 
he 
wants to do, no matter 
what American 
citizens 
say. 
lie's
 not
 going to hear 
us." 
Ambra
 Kelly 
junroi; marketing
 
Compiled by Norikazu Ambo 'Photos by Saori Yoneda 
, 
 
government  
policies 
Think  gigantic 
protests can stop 
the 
Bush
 
administration
 
from
 
waging  war on 
Iraq?  
Think again. 
Can  
protests
 bring 
an early 
halt to 
war?
 
Not i 
war goes 
well. 
Will  it go 
well?
 
Yes. 
Face 
it.  
Remember  
Afghanistan?  
Kosovo?
 
Operation
 Desert 
Storm?  
If 
there's one
 thing the
 U.S. 
military  
has learned,
 it's 
ultra -efficiency. 
We're  in 
and
 out 
before
 the 
ganja 
smoke
 clears
 from 
the first 
wave 
of
 
peace 
rallies.
 
Gone  are 
the 
days
 of 
prolonged  
ground
-based
 debacles.
 
When
 Vietnam
 dragged
 on with
 
trauma and
 tragedy 
for more 
than 
seven 
years, huge
 
demonstrations
 at 
home
 and 
abroad  may 
well have
 
helped 
to
 de
-legitimize
 Lyndon
 
Johnson's
 '60s 
Democrats  and 
Richard 
Nixon's hard
-bombing  
conservatives.  
But  wars just aren't 
long enough any-
more for 
protestors  to 
discernibly  
impact 
political and/or 
national psy-
ches. 
Smart bombs
 and precision
 air strikes 
bring fanatic 
enemies
 to their knees in 
weeks, not years. 
On top of that, wars 
aren't  as bloody 
as they used to be. 
Not to be 
insensitive, but 
casualties  
simply  do not reach 
socially
 irksome 
levels anymore. 
Don't
 get me wrong. Violent 
death  is 
a horrible thought, 
period.  But only 
when multiplied by tens
 of thousands 
TONY 
BURCHYNS
 
does it become
 a policy -changing
 
thought.
 
Otherwise,  most 
Americans  are 
apt
 to stand behind
 their president 
and 
back military
 force no matter 
how  big anti -war 
protests  get. 
History  has even 
shown that large
-casualty  wars 
cannot
 always be 
derailed by 
protests.  
Anti -Civil 
War protests in 
Lincoln's
 New York City 
were
 arguably more 
extreme, popular and 
violent   not to mention 
racist   than any other 
anti -war 
demonstrations  in U.S. history. 
But
 vivid New York protests did 
nothing, and federal troops 
eventually  
put down mobs  of disenfranchiseclIrish protesters. 
Lincoln stuck to his guns then, and, Bush will stick to his now. 
And it will be easy for him to do so: 
First of all, there's no draft, so Iraq will not show up in mailboxes around 
the  country. 
Next, the days of the leering press are gone. 
Bush's generals need not fear the media. Instead, they will welcome it 
and use it to pound protesters' pickets and placards into the margins. 
No longer can reporters and camera crews send home ugly pictures of 
combat or paint grotesque portraits of military
 life. 
Reporters are clumped into "press pools and 
carefully fed measured 
sound bites by well -prepared, well-groomed officials. 
TV networks are supplied with 
'Juicy"
 footage, e.g., nosecone camera -
shots 
of missiles hitting targets. 
The result of this approach  
whether you call it "propaganda"
 or "keep-
ing 
the press out of harm's way  is a 
well
-tailored media message that easily 
out-
shines clips of protests. 
Well, how 'bout it? 
Still bent on protesting? Go ahead, have a good time. 
Just don't expect results. 
And please, whatever you do, don't forget to vote. 
Only half of
 California's 
registered 
voters 
vote,  according to 
the 
Secretary  
of
 State.  
Effective protests involve ballots, not busses. 
Tony 
Burchyru  is a 
Spartan Dailr
 Staff Writer 
"Yes, because it makes people 
come 
around,  and it informs 
people." 
Marla 
Vigil 
freshman,
 advertising 
"Wars
 
just
 
aren't
 
long 
enough  
anymore
 
for  
protestors
 to 
discernibly
 
impact
 
political  
and/or
 rational 
psyches." 
"Not
 
really.  
The 
government
 
decision  
seems  
to 
be already
 made.
 There
 
were
 protests
 before
 the 
Vietnam
 
war,
 but 
the 
president
 
didn't
 
listen  
to it." 
Michael
 
Okoro  
senior,
 chemical
 
en,c.ineering
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Inconsiderate
 society
 
contributes
 to 
daily
 
nuisances
 
Today,
 I 
would
 
like  
the 
opportunity
 to get 
a few 
things
 
off 
my 
chest.  
Is 
it just
 me,
 or 
has 
anyone
 else
 
noticed  
that 
people
 
seem 
to be 
getting
 
dumber
 
and 
dumber
 every
 day?  
Not
 to 
mention
 
selfish,
 
lazy
 
and  
rude?  
Take 
a 
look
 at 
public
 
restrooms,
 for
 
instance.
 
At 
some 
point
 
or
 
another,
 most 
of 
us
 are 
going  to 
have  
to 
use 
one 
whether
 
we
 want to 
or 
not.  
And,  really, 
the 
only
 
reason
 
we
 
hate
 using
 
them
 is 
because
 
they
 are
 dirty.
 
So,
 here's
 the 
thing.
 If we 
all 
have
 to 
use 
them,  
why  not
 
clean
 up 
after
 
ourselves?
 
It's
 not 
that 
difficult
 to 
flush 
the 
damn
 
toilet.  
If
 neces-
sary, 
flush 
twice. 
Don't 
leave 
a little
 
surprise
 for
 the 
next 
guest. 
And, I 
know 
this 
concept  
may be 
difficult
 for 
some 
of 
you  to 
grasp,
 but 
it's 
really  
quite  
simple:  
Put 
your  
garbage
 in  
the 
garbage
 
can.  
Since 
we're 
already 
on the
 
subject
 of 
natural
 
bodily
 
functions,
 have 
you  ever 
wondered
 why 
things 
that we 
do 
naturally
 
(urination,
 
defecation,
 
procreation,
 
menstrua-
tion) are
 all 
considered  
taboo 
in 
conversation?
 And 
God  
forbid  a 
guy  
happens
 to see
 a box 
of 
tampons.
 You 
would 
think
 they 
contained  
anthrax 
or 
something.  
I mean
 these 
are all 
things  we 
simply 
cannot 
control.  
They
 are 
not  
embarrassing.  
They  are 
not funny.
 They 
are  
simply a part of life. 
Having said that, let's move 
on
 to the 
one 
thing  
that
 
really gets on my nerves.
 
Cell 
phones.  
They've
 just turned 20 
years old. I 
remember the first one my dad had, 
about 12 years ago. It might have 
been  
mistaken for a brick if it weren't 
black 
with numbers and an antenna. 
He let my sister and
 me call our cousins 
in New Hampshire from the car, and we 
thought we were
 so cool. 
Technology has come a long way in the 
past two decades. Cell phones have 
become practically ubiquitous. There are 
very few people out 
there  who don't own 
one, but to make up for it other people
 
have several. And
 they're getting increas-
ingly smaller all the time.  
Here's some 
technology a few of 
you might not know 
about: If you purchased 
your phone this century, 
it prob-
ably 
has  a "silent" or "vibrate 
mode.
 This way you will 
know it's ringing without 
disturbing  anyone else. 
And  ... brace yourself for this 
one  ... you can actually 
Letter  
I 
Response
 to 'Cynically Optimistic' 
Dear Editor, 
In my 
opinion, 
America  is 
trying  very 
hard  to begin 
a pro-
gram of 
spreading  a 
Pax  Americana
 around the
 world, and 
so in that 
way,  it is very 
much an 
empire.  It can 
be argued 
that
 it has not 
built  its empire 
with violence,
 but I'm sure
 
there are
 many people
 around the 
world that 
would  argue 
against 
it. The fact is 
that the United
 States has 
governed  a 
very discreet 
empire for many
 years. The 
support
 of military 
coups in 
countries, the 
exploitation  of workers 
by American 
companies and 
the removal of 
anti-American  governments
 
have  all helped maintain
 the American 
Empire.  In this way, 
the war 
that
 is about to be waged
 in Iraq is just 
another
 
example of how the I hilted
 States has forced its will on oth-
ers. The most significant difference
 is that our President no 
longer feels it 
is necessary to be discreet. 
It is this difference that made your 
editorial  an interesting 
read. You see, 
the scenario you present is not that far fetched.
 
You make a good point that all good
 things come to an end. 
The American 
empire
 has entered the worst part 
of an 
empire's history, the time when it has 
begun to believe its 
own hype.
 We have entered the time where we believe in our 
own greatness, not in humility but out of 
arrogance.  Like all 
empires, the twilight 
had  to come sooner or later. 
David Escalante 
alumnus 
anthropology and behavioral science 
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GUIDE
 
Sparta  Guide 
is provided 
free of charge
 to 
students,
 faculty 
and staff 
members.  
The
 deadline 
for  
entries  is 
noon
 three 
worlcin_g  days 
before the 
desired 
publication  
date.  Entry 
forms  are 
available  in 
the Spartan 
Daily office
 in 
Dwight  
Bentel
 Hall, room
 209. 
Space  
restrictions
 may 
require  
editing
 
of 
submissions.  
Entries  are 
printed 
in
 the order
 in which 
they are 
received. 
TODAY 
SJSU 
Catholic  
Campus  
Ministry 
Daily 
Mass 
will be 
held at 
the 
SJSU
 CCM 
Chapel
 
located
 at 
10th  
and  San 
Carlos 
streets 
next to 
Robert's
 
Bookstore.  
Mass  
times  are 
12:10 
p.m. 
Monday
-Friday
 and
 at 
11
 a.m. 
and 5 
p.m.  on 
Sunday.
 For 
more  
information
 
contact  
Sister  
Marcia  at 
938-1610.
 
Associated  
Students
 Campus
 
Recreation
 
ASCR  is 
offering 
fitness
 classes
 
at
 the 
Event  
Center.  
Classes  
run-
ning 
today: 
Spin, 
Abs  
Only,
 Turbo
 
Kickboxing,
 Night
 Spin,
 Hi-
Lo/Hip  
Hop, 
Body  
Pump,  
Cardio 
Kickboxing,
 
Contact
 
Kickboxing,
 
Stretch/Flex/Relax.
 For
 
more
 
information
 and
 class
 times,
 con-
tact
 
Matt
 
McNamara
 
at
 
924-6217.
 
Gay,
 
Lesbian,
 
Bisexual
 and
 
Transgender
 
Alliance
 
Meetings
 
every  
Wednesday
 in 
the 
Almaden
 
Room  
of 
the  
Student
 
Union
 from
 5 
p.m.
 to 
6:30  
p.m.
 
Nutrition
 
Education
 
Action
 
Team  
Free  
nutrition
 
counseling
 
by 
nutrition  
and 
dietetics
 
students  
today
 
from
 
3:15 
p.m.
 to 
5:15 
p.m.
 
at
 the 
Sport
 
Club.  
For 
more 
infor-
mation  
contact
 Jen
 
Styles,  
campus
 
nutritionist,
 at 
924-6118.
 
Asian
 
American
 
Christian
 
Fellowship
 
AACF
 
is
 
welcoming
 
all to 
our 
weekly
 
fellowships.
 To 
seek 
Him,
 
to 
grow
 
with  
Him 
and
 to 
have 
fel-
lowship
 
in 
His  
name,
 
come
 
join  
us 
every
 
Wednesday
 
night.
 
We
 
meet
 
in 
the 
Almaden
 
Room  
of 
the 
Student
 
Union
 
at 
7:30  
p.m.
 For
 
more
 
information
 
contact
 
Anh 
Truong
 
at 
605-%84
 
or 
visit  
our 
website
 
at 
www.aacfsjsu.com.
 
DisABLED
 
Students
 
Association
 
General
 
meeting
 
is 
open  
to 
every-
one 
with
 
disability
 
issues  
and
 
con-
cerns.
 
Everyone
 
who
 
wants
 to 
advocate,
 
come
 to 
the 
party.
 
Crazy  
chicken
 
strips
 
served!  
Meeting
 
will
 
be 
from
 
noon  
to 
1:30 
p.m.
 
in
 the
 
Pacifica  room 
of
 the Student 
Union, 
next  to 
Mosaic.
 For more
 
924-6217.
 
information  
contact  Patty 
Watkins 
or Stacie 
Haro at 
924-6041. 
times, 
contact
 Matt McNamara
 at 
SJSU 
Catholic  
Campus
 Ministry 
Join
 the Alpha
 Omega 
group  for 
School of Art
 and Design 
food and 
fun from 8:30 
p.m. to 10 
Student  galleries
 art 
exhibitions p.m. 
every Thursday
 in the 
Omega  
from 10 a.m.
 to 4 p.m. in 
the Art 
Lounge at 
the  CCM. 
For
 more 
and 
Industrial  
Studies
 buildings, 
information,
 contact 
Orshi Fejer 
at
 
For
 more 
information,
 
contact
 Bill 
938-1610. 
or
 Nicole 
at 
924-4330.
 
SJSU 
Catholic Campus 
Ministry 
YFC 
 Youth For
 (Aria 
meets  
from 7:30 
p.m.  to 9 p.m. 
in
 the 
Almaden
 room of 
the Student 
Union. For 
more  
information
 con-
tact Kay 
Politan at 
938-1610. 
SJSU 
Catholic 
Campus  
Ministry
 
Scripture 
reflection  every 
Thursday
 from 7 
p.m.
 to 8:15 p.m.
 
in 
the  CCM 
Chapel.  For 
more  
information
 contact 
Sister Marcia
 
at 938-1610. 
Nurses
 Christian 
Fellowship 
Students 
for Justice 
Community
 building at 
2:30 p.m. 
Weekly meeting
 from 10:30 
a.m. in the 
Pacheco Room 
of the 
to 11:30 a.m.
 in the 
Multicultural  
Student  Union.
 For more 
informa-
Library
 (modular 
building  A). 
For
 tion 
contact  Diane 
Stegmeir  at 
more 
information
 contact 
Christine 
248-2997.
 
Madore  at 
(650)  
533-1735  or 
971-
1070. 
The  Listening 
Hour  Concert 
Series 
Political 
Science 
Department  and 
Chamber
 Music: 
"Student 
Pi Sigma
 Alpha 
Highlights." 
Outstanding 
students
 
Dr. Ron 
Sylvia and 
Dr. 
performing
 traditional 20th
 
Constantine  
Danopolous  will 
speak  
Century
 music: 
French  horn, 
piano,  
on 
"The 
Chavez  
Phenom
 in 
flute and 
voice.  
Performances
 will 
Venezuela"
 at 1:30 
p.m. in the
 take 
place from 12:30 
p.m. to 1:15 
Costanoan  room
 of the 
Student
 p.m.
 in the Music
 building 
Concert  
Union. For
 more 
information
 con- 
Hall. For 
more information
 contact 
tact
 Dr. Sharyl
 Cross at 
924-5550.  
Joan
 Stubbe at 
924-4631. 
THURSDAY
 
SJSU  
Catholic  
Campus  
Ministry 
Daily
 Mass 
will be 
held  at 
the
 
SJSU 
CCM 
Chapel  
located
 at 
10th
 
and
 San 
Carlos  
streets
 next 
to 
Robert's
 Bookstore.
 Mass
 times 
are  
12:10  p.m. 
Monday
-Friday  
and
 at 
11
 a.m. 
and  5 
p.m.
 on 
Sunday.  
For
 
more
 information
 
contact
 Sister 
Marcia
 at 938-1610.
 
Associated  
Students  
Campus  
Recreation 
ASCR 
is offering
 fitness
 classes
 
at the 
Event 
Center.  
Classes
 run-
ning  tody: 
Body  
Sculpting,
 
Weight  
Training,
 
Yoga,  
Aerobics,
 
Advanced
 
Step, 
Butts 
8c.  Guts, 
Body
 
Sculpting,
 
Beginning  
Step.  
For
 more 
information
 and 
class 
TAMMY
 
K RIKORIAN
 
turn
 
your
 
cell  
phones
 
off. 
These
 
features
 
can  
be
 especially 
useful  for 
those times 
you 
are  
driving,
 
in 
class, in church, 
at
 a movie,
 at a per-
formance,
 
out  
to 
eat 
or, in most 
cases,  
while  you're at 
work.  
Cell phone
 use has become such 
a prob-
lem 
that
 the State of New 
York has
 passed 
a law
 
prohibiting 
hand-held
 phone 
use 
while  
driving  
and  
violators
 can 
receive a 
fine of up 
to $100. 
California recently 
passed a similar bill, 
which 
if
 it turns into law, would 
be a fine 
of $20 on the 
first  offense and $50 
for  
subsequent
 offenses, starting
 in 2005. 
New York City 
is also considering an 
ordinance that would make it 
illegal for 
cell
 phones to be used at any public per-
formance.
 If approved, 
offenders 
would be 
fined. 
I think 
we 
should  
go back 
to the 
elementary
 
school 
rules. If you
 bring a toy
 to class, and it disturbs
 the class, 
it 
should  
be
 taken 
away from you. 
The  
teacher
 can give it 
back at 
the end of 
the semester.
 
Now, I 
could 
understand if once in a blue 
moon  a phone 
rang 
in class. Sometimes
 people 
make  
mistakes.
 
But 
every 
day 
in every 
class, 
especially  at 
the 
beginning
 
of 
the 
semester, 
several phones
 ring. 
For a 
couple of days,
 the 
teachers,
 
very  
annoyed
 
but 
polite,
 remind
 their 
students
 to turn 
their 
phones  
off.  By 
the end
 of the
 semester,
 they 
have given
 up 
the  
verbal
 
reminders,
 but you
 can't 
escape  
the
 death 
glare 
when
 a 
digital
 rendition
 of 
"Scooby  
Doo"
 blares 
from the 
second 
desk in 
the third 
row. 
Personally,
 I can't 
believe
 our 
teachers  
and 
lawmakers  
even have
 to ask 
us to turn
 off our
 phones.
 It's 
embar-
rassing 
that our society has
 become 
so
 
self-serving
 
that
 
we've  lost all 
courtesy  
toward
 one 
another.  
But
 then, 
as
 I 
mentioned  
before,  
people  are 
getting 
lazier 
every day. 
I 
know  this 
sounds 
cheesy,  
but
 if everyone
 took 
an 
extra
 
seven
 seconds
 out of 
each  day 
to
 think 
about  how 
their 
actions 
affected  
other
 people,
 the world
 would 
be
 a much 
happier
 place.
 
Tammy
 
Krikorian  
is
 a 
Spartan
 Daily
 Staff 
Writer 
'Out of the 
Shell' 
appears  
every
 other Wednesday.
 
Viewpoint
 I 
News media need 
to 
investigate
 
war  
Dear Editor, 
The 
"watchdog" has been sleeping for too long. 
In fact, it looks dead. 
Newspapers  are supposed to give voice to 
the
 voiceless, 
yet American journalists have 
taken  information from 
Bush
 and Co. as if it 
were  gospel without 
checking  in 
with the real "state of the union." 
We need a reality 
check, and the 
onus  is on the 
American  media, and has 
been since Colin 
Powell's  
"weapons  of mass 
destruction"  speech 
more  than a 
month 
ago. 
Nobody is asking the right
 questions. 
Iraq and 
justice
 are breathed 
in the same 
sentence,  yet 
what
 does the invasion
 of Iraq have to 
do with justice for
 
9/11?
 
What
 is the connection?
 And is the 
answer  justifica-
tion enough for 
war?  
Can our
 president 
actually  go to war 
without the 
con-
sent of allies, 
both  foreign and 
domestic?  
The answer
 may seem 
obvious,  but 
without
 the back-
ing 
of
 the American
 public and 
foreign 
governments,  
more chaos 
will  find us. 
The
 most vocal 
yet dead wrong
 answer to 
an Iraq inva-
sion is to 
spread 
democracy.  
Do newspapers
 really 
think  that our 
government 
is 
concerned
 with 
rebuilding  a 
new
 society for 
the cause 
of
 
freedom  
when  it 
doesn't
 even 
recognize
 its own 
public 
dissent? 
These 
questions are
 pertinent 
to this war, 
yet they 
have
 
not been 
asked  often or 
loud enough.
 
We read 
articles about
 new 
developments
 on 
Senate  
floors and 
press conferences,
 about France
 hating us and 
about Turkey 
not letting 
us
 in. 
But 
not  one story 
is written 
about  rational
 and intelli-
gent 
opposition 
from the 
American  
public.  
It's no 
wonder 
France
 hates 
us
 and Turkey
 won't allow
 
us to set up 
our own 
"weapons  of 
mass  
destruction"
 near 
its city hall. 
Newsflash: 
Bush and 
Powell  are 
doing  their 
best to 
ignore, 
if
 not squash,
 opposition.
 
The TV 
media  shows
 the odd 
few  
protestors
 who get 
physical  with 
cops;  the 
ones
 who actually
 look like
 
throwbacks 
from the 
late
 '60s, with 
long hair 
and a sign 
obviously
 recycled
 from 
Vietnam
 War 
protests.  
But the 
TV doesn't 
reflect the 
frustration 
on the 
mil-
lions of young
 people 
who  don't 
really
 understand
 the 
reasons 
for this 
war.  
And  with 
the
 frustration
 of youth,
 often comes
 com-
placency. 
Or maybe 
we think that
 Martin Sheen
 said it 
perfect-
ly for
 us in the 
San 
Francisco
 protest 
just a few 
weeks 
ago?  
Come
 on. 
Complacency
 is the 
most prevalent
 but wrong
 solu-
tion. 
This 
reaction
 will 
hammer
 the 
nail
 in freedom's
 coffin. 
Sound a bit
 too 
dramatic?
 
So 
do millions 
of unnecessary
 deaths, 
especially  over
 a 
war that
 makes as 
much  sense 
as
 an indifferent
 newspa-
per.
 
Anna Bakalis 
senior 
journalism  
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LIFER 
MELON 
if you 
could  
fit
 your 
computer,  phone, 
calendar,  address 
book and 
camera into 
your hip 
pocket?
 
You can! No 
bigger than 
a deck of 
cards,  the T
-Mobile  
Sidekick is 
your all -in -one
 wireless 
communication  
device. 
TEST  
DRIVE  
THE 
T
-MOBILE  
SIDE
 
VISIT
 THE
 
DEMO
 
TABLE... 
locabed
 ouhsige
 One 
Shan
 
Union  
on
 March
 13. 
 Email 
friends  with 
tales of 
your  
adventures
 and 
even attach
 snapshots
 
 Instant
 message
 your 
buddies 
with the 
latest 
gossip  
 
Browse
 the web 
to 
check  
listings,
 buy tickets
 and 
get directions 
 
Check  your 
calendar
 so you 
won't 
miss  a 
beat
 
 
Call  
your
 sister
 lust 
to
 say 
hello  
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WAC women's 
basketball  teams pack their 
bags
 
for
 
Tulsa
 
SJSU 
mid -day 
showdown with 
Fresno 
State
 today, Nevada, 
UTEP
 sent home 
after 
play -in games 
By Chris
 Giovannetti 
Daily Senior Staff 
Writer 
The 
momentum  
is there. 
The history,
 however,
 is not. 
The San 
Jose State 
University  
women's basketball
 opens the 2003 
Western 
Athletic  Conference 
Tournament  today 
against  a familiar 
opponent:
 Fresno State
 University. 
Seeded 
sixth, the 
Spartans
 had to 
win the 
final  three games 
of the reg-
ular season - 
including  road victo-
ries at the University
 of Texas -El 
Paso 
and  Boise State 
University  - to 
earn
 a first 
round 
bye  and 
date with 
the  
No. 3 Bulldogs.
 
Tip-off at the 
Reynolds
 
Center 
in 
Tulsa, 
Okla.  is 
slated for
 12:30 
p.m. (PST). 
SJSU  split the 
season
 series
 
against the 
Bulldogs
 but it 
was  the last 
contest,  a 96-80
 loss at 
Fresno State's
 North Gym 
on Feb. 
20,  that left a 
sour taste in 
the  mouth 
of SJSU 
head coach 
Janice Richard.
 
"We
 need to at 
least try to 
play  
defense,"
 Richard 
said
 on Monday. 
"The
 defensive effort
 wasn't there 
that night."
 
SJSU 
opened up a 
10-3  lead three 
minutes 
into
 
play  beforethe
 Bulldogs 
erased the
 advantage. 
Fresno State 
went on runs of 
12-4 and 14-0 
later  
in the half to grab 
a firm lead and 
eventually,  the 
win. 
On March 3, SJSU 
was in seventh 
place in the WAC 
before defeating 
No. 4
-seeded  University of Tulsa
 88-
86 in 
overtime  in the season's home 
finale. 
The drama 
kept  coming. 
Five days later at U FEP, Spartan 
guard Cricket Williams nailed a 
three -pointer at the end of regulation 
to send  that contest to overtime. The 
Spartans prevailed in the extra ses-
sion, 87-84. 
Two days later in Boise.  
SJSU defeated the Broncos, 71-63. 
The winning streak helped keep the 
Spartans out of a potential play -in 
game, which would have been con-
tested on Tuesday. 
Instead, 
SJSU received a bye in the 
quarterfinals.
 
"We had to go on the 
road knowing 
that if we lose, we would have had to 
clay on Tuesday," Richard said. 
Those wins were major. We were 
really tired and to go into Tulsa three 
days later would have been tough. 
But we finished strong 
and  got out of 
a play -in game." 
On Monday, SJSU guard Cricket 
Williams was named First Team all-
WAC 
for the second consecutive sea-
son. 
Williams  once again leads the 
Spartans in scoring 
at 20.4 points per 
game, but Richard said she 
is still 
hurting from a ligament strained in 
her right (shooting) hand three 
weeks ago. 
Picking up the slack for SJSU is 
guard Jessica Kellogg, who scored a 
career -high 32 points in the Tulsa 
victory and is averaging 18.3 points 
per game in the Spartans last three 
contests.
 
"We just been getting her the ball, 
telling
 her to, 'shoot, shoot,' and she's 
finally doing 
it," Williams said. 
Senior forward and Second Team 
all-WAC selection Omelogo Udeze, 
who averages 12.9 points per game, 
leads Fresno State. 
Aritta Lane scorched SJSU for 23 
points in the two team's last meeting. 
Fresno State head coach Stacy 
Johnson -Klein could not be reached 
for comment. 
"We're both 0-0 now. Whoever 
wants it the most will get it," Richard 
said. "We've got the 
momentum 
going in, and the girls feel confident. 
That's a big 
plus." 
Seeded No.
 4 
in last season's 
I ournament,
 
SJSU lost in 
the first round 
to 
No.  5 Tulsa, 
66-63.  
WOLF PACK 
No. 2 
Rice  (12-6 WAC, 
15-12  
overall)
 
vs.  No. 7 
Southern
 
Methodist
 
University 
(8-10  
WAC,  
15-14
 overall)
 
Today,
 10 a.m.
 
SMII
 dispatched of the tourna-
ment's lowest seed, No. 10 University 
of 
Nevada
 Reno, 
60-49,
 in Tuesdays 
second 
play -in game. After opening 
up their WAC schedule at 5-2, the 
Mustangs  were 2-6 in their last eight 
games  to slump in the 
standings.  
Meanwhile, the Owls went 
9-2 
down the stretch to outdistance 
Fresno
 State by one game for the No. 
2 seed.
 
Rice player to 
watch: Jr. 
center  
Johnetta Hayes 
(First Team all-
WAC,  averag-
ing 13.2 points 
per game, 8.2 
rebounds 
per 
game).
 
SMU 
player 
to 
watch: Sr. 
forward Andrea 
Cossey (11.6 
points per 
game). 
No. 1 Louisiana Tech 
University (18-0 WAC, 26-2 
overall) vs. No. 8 Boise State 
University
 
Today,
 4:30 
p.m.
 
Boise State earned the right to face 
the regular sea-
son WAC 
champion with 
a 75-58 victory 
over
 No. 9 
UTEP in 
Tuesday's first 
UTE,play
-in game. 
Ranked No. 6 
MINERS. 
in the nation, 
the Lady 
Techsters are the overwhelming 
favorite to capture the toumament 
title. 
Louisiana Tech won its conference 
game by 
an average of 20.9 points, 
more than 18 points better than the 
second-best Hawai'i (2.6). 
The Louisiana Tech starting lineup 
nearly fills out the all-WAC teams as 
well. Cheryl Ford, the only confer-
ence player to average  a double -dou-
ble this season, was named WAC 
Player of the Year. Trina Frierson 
joined her on the all-WAC First 
Team. 
Amber Obaze and 
Erica Smith 
were both named Second Team all-
wair 
2003
 
WOMEN'S
 
BASKETBALL
 
TOURNAMENT
 
WEDNESDAY  
No. 7SMU 
1, 111 
NO.2
 RICE 
FRIDAY
 
No.6
 SJSU 
Game 4 12 30 
p m 
No.
 3 FRESNO 
nn,  
SATURDAY
 
No. 
8 BOISE 
(;amr 5 
4p1
 
No. I LA. TECO 
No. 
5 HAWAII 
( ram, 6 63o p m 
No. 4 TULSA 
,.IfllC 512 p 111 
Results from tuesday's play -in games: 
All times are Pacific 
No. so NEVADA 49 
(,arm I Ild 
No. 7 
SMU  6o 
NO. 7 
SMU  
2003 
Western
 
Athletic  
Conference  
Champion
 
Advances
 to 
NCAA
 
Tournament
 
No.
 9 UTEP 
58
 
No,  8 BOISE 75 
Advanced  to 
pia  N 
Bar 
No. 
8 BOISE 
1,1vanced to play 
No
 Lo Tech 
WAC and all-WAC Defensive Team. 
"Everyone likes the conference to 
be competitive and Louisiana Tech 
brings something to the WAC," 
Richard said. "They raise the bar as 
far as recruiting and bring prestige to 
the conference. But you want the 
league to be competitive and have 
everyone have 
a shot." 
No one knows 
competitive  better 
than Richard 
and the 
Spartans. 
SJSU came  
the 
closest  of 
anyone to 
putting a dent
 
in the Lady 
Techsters 
undefeated record, losing 66-59 at 
the Event Center on Feb. 9. 
Boise State player to watch: Fr. for-
ward Jamie Hawkins (WAC 
Freshman of the YEAR, 11.2 points 
per 
game, 5.6
 
rebounds
 per 
game). 
Louisiana 
Tech 
players  
to 
watch:
 Sr. cen-
ter Cheryl 
Ford  
(15.3 points
 
per game, 
12.5  
rebounds per 
game);  Jr. forward Trina 
Frierson (14.3 points per game, 
7.4  
rebounds per game); Jr. guard Amber 
Obaze (12 points per game, 
3.29  
assists per game); So. guard 
Erica  
Smith (11.3  
points
 per game). 
No. 4 University of Tulsa(9-9 
WAC, 14-15 overall) vs. No. 5 
University of Hawai'i 
Today, 6:30 p.m. 
Perhaps the most balanced team in 
the field, Hawai'i has five players that 
average at least 9.6 points, led by for-
ward Kim Willoughby's 11.3. 
Tulsa counters with WAC scoring 
champion
 
Allison
 
Curtin,
 
who  averaged 
23.2 points per 
game. 
Tulsa 
players 
to watch: Sr. 
guard  
Allison
 
Curtin (First 
Team 
all - 
WAC,
 23.2 
points 
per 
game, 
7.6 
rebounds 
per 
game, 
4.6 
assists 
per  game); 
Sr.
 center Alyssa
 
Shrives 
(9.1 points 
per game, 
5.8 
rebounds 
per game). 
Hawaii players to 
watch:
 So. for-
ward Kim Willoughby 
(11.3  points 
per game,
 6.9 rebounds per 
game); 
Sr. center 
Christen Roper 
(10.1  
points 
per  game, 7.7 
rebounds  per 
game). 
SJSU
 men's basketball team ousted 
Warriors
 
bear 
Suns,
 win 113-98  
from 
WAC Tourney by UTEP in 
86-80 loss 
Daily staff 
wire report 
Omar Duran tied a school record 
with  seven 3 -pointers, leading Texas -
El Paso to an 86-80 
victory
 over San 
Jose State University in the play -in 
game of the Western Athletic 
Conference Tournament Tuesday. 
Duran was 7 -of -12 from long 
range 
and  finished with 24 points. 
Giovanni St. Amant added 21 for the 
Miners (6-23). 
Brandon Hawkins scored 19 and 
Antonio Lawrence had 16 for the 
Spartans (4-14 WAC regular season, 
7-21 overall). 
The Miners opened the game on a 
9-0 run before a basket from forward 
Antonio Lawrence silenced the run. 
With 
consistent  perimeter shoot-
ing (5 -for -7 in first half), SJSU 
clawed 
its way back and trailed 34-
33 at halftime. 
With 5:46 to play, UTEP forward 
Thomas Gehrke hit a three -pointer
 
to give the Miners a 71-63 lead. 
SJSU answered
 back with a three -
pointer from Moises Alvarez and a 
jumper from 
the free throw line by 
Brandon Hawkins. 
A jumper by Kareem Guilbeaux 
brought the Spartans within 75-72 
with 1:13 to play, but Duran proved 
too 
much. 
He sank his seventh and final 3 -
pointer with 1:00 remaining in the 
game to help preserve the victory. 
Neither team led by more than 
three in the second half until a 3 -
pointer by Duran keyed a 9-0 run 
that gave the Miners a 71-63 lead 
with 5:57 left. 
"This game was a little bit faster 
than we've been playing. It was in the 
80s. We'd prefer a game to be in the 
60s or 50s," SJSU head 
coach  Phil 
Johnson said 
-We 
didn't
 want to 
attack 
tonight.  We didn't really play 
the pace we would normally play, but 
we didn't really intend to.
 We
 want-
ed to attack,
 and if we had looks we 
would take them. I thought we had 
pretty good shots most of the night." 
Tulsa advances to play the tourna-
ment's No. 1 seed, the University of 
Tulsa, on Thursday at 6:30 p.m. 
"It will be an honor for
 us to get to 
go against those guys," UTEP head 
coach Billy Gillespie said. "I don't 
think you want to go in as an eight or 
nine seed and have to play the 
home 
team in the tournament, but it's 
much better than not getting to play 
on Thursday." 
Bounced from the tournament, the 
Spartans travel home today. 
  
The Associated 
Press  contributed to 
this story. 
Sharks sing blues in 
4-2 loss against St. Louis 
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) - Keith 
Tkachuk, Dallas Drake, Cory 
Stillman and Eric Boguniecici all 
scored as the St. Louis 
Blues  beat 
the San Jose Sharks 4-2 Tuesday 
night. 
Parent Johnson stopped 19 shots to 
end his three -game losing streak as 
the Blues improved to 8-1-1 in their 
last 10 
visits to San Jose. 
Marco Sturm and Miroslav 
Zalesak scored for the Sharks, who 
lost their fifth in six games. Zalesak, 
recalled from Cleveland of the AHL 
earlier in the day. recorded his first 
NHL goal. 
A dizzying series of moves by both 
teams led to several new faces on the 
ice. The 
Blues acquired goalie Chris 
Osgood from the l'slew 
York 
Islanders for a draft pick and a 
prospect,
 and forward 
pick
Bure 
from the 
Florida
 Panthers for a 
prospect before 
Tuesday's  trading 
deadline.
 
The Sharks got 
center
 Wayne 
Primeau, while 
sending right wing 
Matt Bradley to the 
Pittsburgh 
Penguins. San Jose also traded 
defenseman Dan McGillis to 
Boston  
for 
a draft 
pick.  
The Blues scored two quick_ goals 
in the first period. Doug 
Weight 
passed the puck from behind the net 
and Dallas Drake 
tapped  it past 
Sharks goalie Miika
 Kiprusoff with 
12:16 remaining in the period. 
Less than four minutes 
later, 
Stillman took a 
pass  from Petr 
Cajanek and drove to the 
net,
 beat-
ing Kiprusoff to the stick side. 
Cajanck, who missed the last 24 
games due to a broken left fibula, 
recorded his first point since his 
two -goal game against Tampa Bay 
on Jan. 11. 
Tkachuk, in his second game back 
after serving a four -game suspen-
sion, tipped the puck past 
Kiprusofrs glove side less than five 
minutes into the second period. 
Sturm and Zalesak scored within 
16 seconds of each other midway 
through the second period to put the 
Sharks on the scoreboard. 
Sturm took a lead pass from Niko 
Dimitrakos and one -handed a soft 
shot 
that bounced off the far post 
and into 
the net as Johnson came out 
to challenge Sturm. 
Zalesak took a pass
 off the ensuing 
Something Missing
 in Your life? 
Maybe it's God! 
Join Us for
 Worship 
Our  Savior's 
Lutheran  Church 
1224
 N. Winchester
 Blvd., 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 
(408)  296-2688 
Sunday 
Service: 10:30am 
Bible
 Study: 9:00am 
Wed. Evening Potluck:
 6:00pm 
Song/ 
Worship:  
6:45pm
 
faceoff from Jonathan Cheechoo and 
beat Johnson - who missed the pre-
vious five games with a groin pull. 
IIFFNANC14110,
 
Customer
 
Service
 
Outbound
 Calling 
P/1 6111, M-If Ms 
wk. 
Successful audit firm in 
Campbell has entry-level 
positions with opportunity 
for 
advancement. Requires 
data  
entry and
 excellent phone 
skills. AP or A/R experience 
helpful, but not nessessary. 
Pre -employment
 drug 
screening
 and background 
check  required 
E-mail resume' 
HReljpdfinancial.  
OAKLAND,
 Calif (AP) - Antawn 
Jamison had 23 points and 11 
rebounds and the Golden State 
Warriors kept themselves in the play-
off hunt, defeating the Phoenix Suns 
113-98
 Tuesday night to snap a three -
game losing streak 
Golden State picked up a half -game 
on idle Houston and moved within 2, 
games of Phoenix for the eighth and 
final playoff 
spot  in the Western 
Conference. Even to be in the
 mix for 
a possible postseason berth is 
amazing
 
for this team, which hasn't been to the 
playoffs in nine years. 
The Warriors' 31 wins are the most 
for the franchise since going 30-52 in 
1996-97. 
Gilbert Arenas added 22 points and 
five assists, Adonal Foyle had 16 
points and a career -high 20 rebounds 
and Jason Richardson and Troy 
Murphy scored 13 points each for the 
Warriors. 
Murphy  also had 12 
rebounds. 
Arnare
 Stoudemire led the Suns with 
24 points and eight rebounds, but they 
couldn't overcome Golden States 
shooting or their own sluggishness. 
Phoenix was flat in every facet of the 
game and got outhustled, especially on 
the 
boards,
 where the Suns were out -
rebounded 58-41. 
Earl Boylcins scored five 
points as the 
Warriors opened the 
fourth  quarter 
with a 9-0 spurt to 
build a 93-73 lead. 
Boylcins scored 10 in the final period, 
the 
ninth  time he's had 10 or more in 
the fourth. 
Phoenix lost for the ninth time in 13 
games. Five of the losses were by a 
combined 
10
 points. 
The Warriors know how it feels - 
they lost some close ones last weekend. 
Golden State went 
on
 the road carry-
ing a season -best six
-game winning 
streak, but lost at 
Chicago,  Milwaukee 
and Detroit. The 
Bucks beat them by 
five
 in overtime after the 
Warriors 
blew 
a 16 -point lead, and the 
Pistons  
won by two on a buzzer -beater. 
Ifi59 
If you have ASTHMA
 you can help 
fight this 
disease!  
Learn how
 you con participate in an Asthma research 
study. 
COMPENSATION FOR YOUR 
TIME  AND TRAVEL 
r\ll
 ALLERGY & 
ASTHMA ASSOCIATES 
OF SANTA CLARA VALLEY RESEARCH 
CENTER 
agliAi 4155
 Moorpark Avenue, Son lose, CA 
WE
 NEED YOUR HELP! Please call or tell a 
friend 
(408) 553-0709,
 ext. 237 or 1-800-742-7846 
xi 
-4t1)1A 
You 
Must
 Be 
Human!
 
Just
 because 
you  have bad 
days is no 
reason 
Is think you
 need mood
 altering 
drugs  
Buy  and
 Read
 
Dianetics
 
I
 
tilt 
/,21/ IP r 
Side  effects 
Include:  Call 
Today  400-371-1205
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The Associated 
Students 
Online Book 
Exchange  Program: 
Student 
Survey 
The Associated Students Board af Directors has passed a proposal to start 
an °ohne Book Exchange Program for SEU students The goal ar this 
program Is for students to manage selling and buying textbooks at 
more
 
reasonable prices through a website provided by associated students 
The 
following
 survey
 was put 
together 
to
 allow students to get InyONerl with 
the
 
design, details and co/ of this service Please fill out 
tile
 survey below, 
and drop it off at any of the Associated Studerts sernce
 carters 
Get a FREE Mouse 
Pad, Highlighter or Ruler 
when you 
return this surveil 
1 Hove 
much  do 
you  normally
 spend
 on books each 
semester?
 
OBelow  
$300 
gp 300.5400 
0640111500 "'above $500 
2 Have 
you 
purchased
 textbooks
 online? 
111 Yes 
III 
No
 
3 When you shop online for 
tedbooks,
 which online sites do you use? 
MAniazon corn IIBIgWords 
Dorn II4emes & 
Nobles corn 
Spartan  Bookstore MOtlier 
(Please  Usti 
4 Rate 
your
 
comfort
 level on 
making 
online  textbook
 purchases 
Iery
 
Comfortable  Illust 
Comfortable  
ery 
Uncomfortable  
Have 
you 
used
 campus
 or 
elassrOom  
bulletin
 boards to sell 
your
 
books?  
ves
 
1111No
 
6 Have you 
purchased  
books  by 
sentasting  
students who 
have posted Mak 
books tot 
sale
 On 
bulletin  
boards 
of
 in 
elessmoms?  
In Yes 
III No 
7 If 
you 
used classroom
 postings Or 
betilkirl  
boards  to
 sell your books, how 
long did 
it take
 before you resolved
 a 
response?
 
1110ne to two
 weeks 
Mane
 Month 
DM 
response 
If A S offered
 a 
centralized  
online 
book excharip
 program, 
as
 described 
above, would you 
bevellInkto 
truths
 
service  
to buy and sell 
books?
 
113 Ye<
 
No  
Msbe 
PrAP 
k  e 
 
San  Jose 
State  
uNIvfasity  
9 What would be 
the mulmum you 
would be willing to 
pay to have your 
book
 
listed on the 
online book wohanp 
$I
 00 $ 2 0 0 1 1 1 1  
MP 00 04 00 
111$5 00 
I'm 
Done
 With The 
Survey,
 Where Can I 
Drop  It OM 
This Surrey 
can  be dropped off at 
any of the following 
Associated Students locations 
Sm ,. 
'1:-., .-:,,E 14 /1L;  
i 
i It.; 
. .t...1. 
; 
A S 
Computer  
 
StrActas
 Cantor 
: 
AS General 
 
Sonicos
 Center
 : 
A S 
Onnt 
Shop 
: 
AS 
House
 
fl Wve.L.e 
Questions'?
 
Comm  
erit:,
 
Contact Aresh 
Shokouh  
A 5 
Director
 
of Student
 Fee 
Affairs 
Phone 408-9 24-641 7 
Email  feearreirseas stsu edu 
a 
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SOFTBALL
 
WINDUP
 
NOTE600K  
"We 
know there 
are 
still a lot 
of 
games  to 
go, so 
hopefully 
we
 will 
peak
 
at 
the  right 
time,"
 
Enaboiter
 said.  
Die  
reward 
for  hard 
work  is hard 
work. You
 
can win in so many 
other  
ways, 
other 
than 
just wins 
and liee,es.-
; Senior centerfielder
 
lievva
 
Baldridge 
paid that while
 the train ha, 
faced smile 
adversity  in 
the last less'
 
poles, things 
Would get better.
 
"We're
 working 
hard toward
 our 
goals, and 
we really 
want 
some
 
consp,-
tericy," Baldridge sail. 
As to the team's goals, 
Enabenter said 
those  
established  at 
the 
lieginnine,
 of 
the season 
are  still in place.
 
-"I'm not going to t'll.111.4e
 
our priori, 
ties," she said. 
Sophomore
 pitcher 
Carol  Forbes, 
who 
has  pitched 
ii four 
of the 
Spartans'
 
last lice 
sit' A rihni
 the
 
team's
 S1[141(1011:1, 
"frustratin."  
Forlich 
was  
the 
only  Spartan
 pitcher 
Ir, 
pit  
Is
 
 
victory  ai the 
National
 
Invitational
 
Softball Timn
 
lament,
 played
 this 
week-
end. 
gesahnledusionrigingh,...-an,el
 
know how good 
wt- lie; 
Forkes  
sJid.
 
"When  we 
dont
 
thv
 
we
 
work
 harder.
 We to, 
nit.,t ,ve 
need
 to 
ome."  
Sacramento  
State  loses 
in 
title  
game
 
Saon  Yoneda
 / Daily 
Staff 
Spartan pitcher 
Carol  
Forbes
 pitched
 the 
ball  
during  a game against Virginia 
Tech 
University  
on Saturday
 at 
the 
Twin  
Creeks
 
Sports  
Complex
 in 
Sunnyvale.  
Forbes won the 
game and is 
4-5  
on
 
the 
season. 
Forbes
 kept 
Virginia
 Tech 
University
 
in 
check,  
allowing  
only  four 
hits in 
the 
Spartans  
2-0  victory
 on 
Saturday.  
I 
lowever, 
she said,
 "No 
matter  how 
gush 
you  pitch,
 if you 
don't 
score 
runs,  
you
 
wont  
win."
 
The  SJSU
 players
 and 
their 
coach  
know what
 it takes 
to reverse 
the recent
 
losing 
trend.  
"We 
have  to play
 and be 
aggressive,
 
we have
 to focus 
on hitting,
 Forbes 
,aid. If 
you're 
aggressive  at the
 plate 
you'll  
get a 
hit." 
Porting the
 ball in play 
is the team's 
focus
 for 
success.  
"We
 just need to 
get out there
 and hit 
and score some
 runs," Baldridge
 said. 
"We've 
got to 
believe
 we'll 
get  better." 
i(
 
; 
I)EN,
 Utah
 (AP) - 
Slobodan  
had 
23 points and 
10 rebounds 
Welter
 State 
extended  its 
winning 
streak to 16 
games  and advanced
 to the 
Big Sky 
tournament
 championship
 game 
with
 
it 82-60 defeat
 of Sacramento 
State 
night.
 
1p
 ceded 
Wildcats  (25-5) 
will 
Ill's 
lit 
'  , 
"It's a work in progress. If you have 
any pride, you will find a way to over-
come," Enabenter said. 
The Spartans will return to action 
Friday and Saturday in the SJSU 
Invitational Tournament played at the 
SJSU 
Field. SJSU will play a double-
header both 
days.  In the first game on 
Friday, the 
Spartans  will face the State 
University of 
New  York at Buffalo at 
1:00 p.m. 
Friday's
 second game will 
feature the Spartans
 against Southern 
Utah University at 
3:00
 p.m. The teams 
will square off again
 on Saturday at 
noon and 2 p.m.,
 respectively. 
Buffalo has a record
 of 6-5 overall 
and a 1-2 record 
on the road. The 
Bulls' top hitter,
 junior outfielder 
for the Big Sky title 
and  the league's auto-
matic 
berth  in the NCAA 
tournament. 
The 
Eagles  advanced 
earlier  Tuesday 
by
 
beating 
Idaho State 76-67. 
Jerrnaine Borne 
added 20 points and
 
six 
assists for the 
Wildcats,
 who shot 57 
percent 
(17 -for -30) 
in the second
 half 
while 
outscoring the 
Hornets  (12-17) 
48-
33 
Weber 
Stare was 29 -for
-57  
from the 
Breanne
 Nasti,
 is 
batting  
.382  on 
the 
, 
season.  
Sophomore
 
Stacey  
Evans  is 
the 
team's 
most 
effective  
pitcher,
 with 
a 
1.05
 ERA 
and a 
recordof
 4-3. 
Southern
 Utah 
University
 is 
5-8 
overall  
and  is 
1-1  on 
the  road.
 The 
Thunderbirds
 count
 on 
freshman  
first 
baseman 
Jenny 
Johnson's  
offense,  who 
is 
batting 
.353 on 
the season.
 Junior
 
pitcher  
Lacee  LePrey
 leads the
 team's 
pitching  staff
 with 
a 1.44 
ERA  and 
a 
record 
of 2-2. 
Enabenter 
said there is 
motivation 
to 
beat
 the Bulls
 and the 
Thunderbirds
 
because  both 
teams beat
 the Spartans
 
last 
She 
said,  "We need
 to feel 
gooJCaut
 
ourselves  and give 
a good 
effort." 
floor  in the game 
while moving 
within  
one win 
of a perfect 
regular  Big Sky 
sea-
son and the league
 tournament title.
 
With much 
of the crowd of 
8,114 
chanting "16 
straight!" the Wildcats 
in the 
country's second -longest 
winning streak 
and moved within a game 
of a 14th NCAA 
tournament 
appear -
gymnast 
of
 the 
week  
Daily Staff Rtpori 
Spartan_gymnast Dani Albrifht was 
named, 
"Gymnast  of the Week 
for  the 
Mountain Pacific 
Sports
 Federation. 
SPARTAN
 
ROUNDUP
 
This is 
the second
 time this 
season 
Albright
 is awarded
 the honor. 
Sunday,
 the San 
Jose
 State 
University  
women's 
gymnastics
 team 
took
 first 
place at its 
meet against
 Cal State 
Fullerton  and
 Sacramento
 State
 
University,  in 
Fullerton. 
SJSU's
 score of 
194.050 is 
now the 
fifth best
 in school
 history. 
The host 
Fullerton 
came  in 
second
 
place 
while 
Sacramento  
State came
 in 
last.
 Each team 
had a 
respective
 over-
all
 score of 
193.625  and 
92.575. 
In the 
process
 of 
winning
 the meet,
 
the 
SJSU 
women  set a 
new school
 
record
 on the 
floor 
exercise  with 
a 
score  of 
49.375.  The
 old record
 was 
49.150, set 
on March 
2 against 
11C  
Davis. 
Albright
 and 
Jennifer 
Greene  tied
 
tor
 
first  place 
on
 the 
floor with scores 
of 
9.950, 
tying the
 school
 record
 for 
the event. 
Albright  placed first 
on
 the vault 
with a score of 9.800 and took first in 
the all-around with a score of 
39.225, 
setting the 
eight  highest score for the 
event in 
school history.  
SJSU 
freshman
 Amberly
 Klein also 
took first place for the 
Spartans on the 
beam, scoring a career high 9.800. 
The only event the Spartans did not 
win  was the bars where Fullerton's 
Brooke Weigandt scored a 9.850 to 
capture first place. 
SJSU's next meet is on March 14 at 
Arizona State University. The compe-
tition is slated to begin at 7:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S 
GOLF  
SJSU 
women's golfer Camina 
Celle
 
was named the Western Athletic 
Conference "Golfer of the Week," 
becoming the first Spartan women's 
golfer to receive the conference honor 
this season. Calle finished tied for 
14th place at the Spartan Invitational 
last week in Salinas, Calif. It was her 
first top -20 finish and the first time 
scoring in the 
70s at the major college 
level, with scores of 75-74-74
 in three 
rounds of 
play. 
Flurry  
of 
deals  
in 
final  
hour  
before
 
NHL 
trade
 
dealine
 
Associated
 Press 
In the final
 24 hours before
 the NHL 
trade deadline,
 all 30 teams got 
into the 
act, making 
it
 one of the 
busiest
 dealing 
days  in 
league  
history
 
All but three clubs
 Made deals 
Tuesday, 
when 46 
players and 
at least 16 
draft  
picks were 
swapped in a 
flurry of 24 
trades before
 the 3 p.m. EST 
deadline. 
The NHL said it 
was  the most number
 
of deals and players 
moved since at least 
1980. 
On
 helonday, eight ti -ides
 were made, 
including deals involving 
New Jersey, 
Buffalo and Columbus - the
 only teams 
to keep their rosters intact Tuesday. 
The
 
Toronto Maple Leafs were very 
busy as they 
try to build a team capable 
of winning their first 
Stanley  Cup since 
15(7.  On 
the
 heels of deals that brought
 
C IL 
A S *.jr" 
I E 
S 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no claim for products 
or services advertised below 
nor is there any guarantee 
implied. The 
classified
 
columns of the 
Spartan  Daily 
consist of 
paid 
advertising
 
and offerings are not 
approved or verified by the 
newspaper.
 
EMPLOYMENT
 
General
 
SLIMMER 
CAMP
 
JOBS
 
in 
!lie  
Santa  Cruz 
Miss' 
Coure,el,
  
specialists
 for resident 
camps. 
Lifeguards
 
food  
ice and 
InaffeenanCil  
needed. June
-Aug  
en' 
 
408-587-4170 ert
 
IT ur 
wssw girlscoutsuis-c
 
c,'Isep
 
 
SERVERS
 
NEEDED  
at The 
Old 
Spaghetti  
Weekends
 
arid  
Apply
 
in
 1.,
 f 
50,1
 
Monday 
- 1 hursday. 
2 
Si N 
San  Pedro. San 
,. 
ALL 
MAJORS!  
Growing
 
nd, 
Regional
 Office 
as 
customer
 
service'fales
 oper.oic
 
for energetic
 individuals
 
experience
 
necessary  
trier,,,, 
provided,
 part
 
lime 
diiono
 
classes,
 lull
-time  
flexible hours $1: ',I.: 1. 
Call 408-436
 
DELIVERY
 
DRIVERS  
Party  
reran  
hiruness
 
Perfect
 
! 
Earn $250 evhis, 
Must 
have  
ertiaid.,  
f 
Heavy
 
liter,i4
 
408  
FUN
 JOB! 
CALL
 
NOW,
 
Part-time  
work
 
hitt,  
..r
 4 
(5-30
 
110,10i
 Ill' 
.5' ' 
Customer 
seivro
 ,-e 
1,
  
 Internships
 
p.,
 
 All majors 
inny
 
 
Scholarship., 
I  
 Some
 
condo  
 Start 
at
 
17
 
 
Earn SW,
 
 
rlaillie;
 
GUarantee 7001
 
,t
 
CALt. 
615-1,,00
 
1, 
'mom 
workforstiii
 
il 
INTERNET 
COMM
 
PFI  
FIRr.1
 
now 
accept,
 
.1 , . 
. 
motivated  
stort, 
advertising  
poi., 
relations
 a, 
prof,
 
t..,. 
No 
experience
 
-ii' 
communication  
skill,,
 
leir-,I 
Flexible  
hours
 
Fxrelloril
 pay 
t 
for  
interview
 408
 !i/ 
Certain
 
advertinernents
 111
 
these
 
columns
 
omit, 
refer 
II,,.
-
reader 
to 
Specllus
 
toleptione
 
numbers
 or 
address,  
s 
additional
 
' 
Clasailied  
readers 
61.111li  tin 
reminded
 
that  
when  
these
 
further
 
eiwita,
 
shouid
 
require  
footplate  
Information
 
beforr,
 
saluting  
money  
for
 goods 
ca 
sender's  
In
 addition,
 
readers
 
should
 
carefully  
investigate 
all arms
 
offering
 
employment
 
iistiiink
 
or 
coupons  
for 
dist-on"(
 
vacations  
or
 
merchanai.,
 
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST to 
teach nutrition & conditioning 
class in 
San Jose Mon -Fri 
$1fJhr.  Exp leading exercise Call 
Peter 408-295-0228. Resume. 
710
 Empey Way. San Jose 95128 
Idx 
408-275-9a58  
GREAT 
RECREATION  JOBS  
At 
The  Ins
 Gatos
-Saratoga
 
I Ie..real,nn 
Dept DAY CARE 
LEADERS, fit 
and  PT Must 
L's avail M -F. 7 
00am-2:00pm  & 
afternoons  from 
2:00-6:00pm
 
No ECE Units req. Pay range. 
75.$13  ao/br Call 
Laurie  at 
'T -,1-8700x224 If you have skills 
,
 
,,port,  arts, and group games 
nil
 like working with 
Aildren.  
we 
need 
you 
BARTENDER Trainees Needed 
;250 oay potential Local positions 
I 800-29139115
 ext 559 
EGG DONORS
 NEEDED! 
:!eLcitly
 temaie5
 ages 
18 - 31 
li:,ate
 
to
 infertile couples 
of 
the many eggs your 
body 
disposes  
monthly
 
COMPENSATION $5,000.00 
Trep,oductive Solutions now 
818-832-1494
 
S1500 
weekly potential
 mailing 
,ir 
riiiaildrs
 
Free  
information
 
I 
ill.,0:4 F83 
0258  
ACTIVITY AIDES,
 PT to work 
of participants 
ifeyel.,pmental
 disabilities 
:. 8 depend
 011 
experience 
! Ron Halog 408-295-0228 
vri 
Resume-  Ron 
Halog  
eaer Seals Bay Area. 
730  
; -,ppv 
way  San Jose 
95128  
or 
' 
408.275.9858
 Must
 have 
 ..0101,0 of 6 E-CE units 
SERVICE SUPERVISOR, M -F. 
FT. 
Provides
 daily program 
planning,
 activities & 
supervi-
sion for groups of participants
 
w/developmental disabilities in 
San Jose. Prey exp managing 
staff $17/hour. Call Ron Halog 
408-295-0228. Send
 resume to 
Ron Halog, 
Easter
 Seals Bay Area. 
730 Empey Way, San Jose 
95128 or Fax to 
408-275-9858.  
Call  for 
educational  requirements. 
OCCUPATIONAL
 THERAPIST 
8/or 
Early 
Interventionist
 sought 
Home -based San Jose program 
PT or per diem.
 Salary based on 
exp. Call 510-835-2131x104. 
Resume to jobs@esba.org or fax 
to Leslie/HR 0 510-444-2340. 
DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors
 
wanted for San Jose Day 
Camp 
with emphasis on multi -cultural,
 
environ. & sports programs
 for
 
M -F. June-Aug. salary+bnfts. 
408-587-4170  ext. 220 or 
wvAv.girlscoutsofscc.org/camp. 
SPECIAL  NEEDS 
NANNY  
LOS GATOS FAMILY 
LOOKING 
FOR MALE OR FEMALE 
NANNY FOR LOVING AND 
SWEET 
8 YEAR OLD BOY 
WITH COMMUNICATION AND 
SOCIAL 
DELAYS.  MON-FRI, 
3:30-8:30PM.
 MUST HAVE 
CAR & 
REFS WORKING WITH 
KIDS. IMMEDIATE OPENING 
SPECTACULAR
 SALARY! FAX 
RESUME: 
408-356-9551,  OR 
CALL SHARI: 408-294-2712. 
PT 
CLERK/CLERICAL  ASSIST. 
needed Mon-Fn, flexible 
hours.  
Multi -task oriented, mailing, 
faxing & general office skills. 
Fax resume to 
408-971-4761. 
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY 
PT/Fl-
 Flexible Schedule
 
All Shifts - Grave 
Bonus  
Student Friendly- Will Train 
408-247-4827 
LIFEGUARDS, Instructional 
Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists. 
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks 
part or full-time for San Jose. 
Mon
-Fri, 
$9.82-$13.42.
 Call 
Jacob - 295-0228. Resume: 
730 Empey Way. San 
Jose 
95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
 
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! 
Local valet company in 
search 
of enthusiastic and energetic 
individuals to work at nearby 
malls, hotels & private events. 
FT/PT available. We will work 
around your busy school
 
schedule. 
Must have clean 
DMV. Lots of fun 
& earn good 
money Call 
408-867-7275.
 
GROOMER'S ASST. / KENNEL 
help needed for small exclusive 
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. 
Must be reliable, honest, able to 
do physical work. Prefer
 
asp 
working 
w/ dogs, but will train, 
Great oppty for 
dog  lover. Can 
FAX 
resume to 
408/377-0109
 or 
Call 371-9115,  
WORD
 PROCESSING  
PROFESSIONAL  
WORD 
PROCESSING  
Have your
 theses, term papers, 
group projects, etc. 
profession-
ally typed.
 APA a specialty 
Experienced & 
dependable 
Almaden/Branham
 area.
 
Call  
Linda for an appointment
 at 
(408) 264-4504. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
SHARED 
HOUSING  
DO YOU 
LOVE SPARTAN 
FOOTBALL? The 
"Spartan 
Army is seeking to 
increase 
attendance & fun at the football 
games. We need ideas and help 
from  you. the STUDENTS. Please 
visit 
www.SpartanArmy.net  or 
email us at spartanarmy@cox.net 
for more 
information.
 Help us to 
help Spartan Football! Time is of 
the essence. Please contact us 
today. 
SERVICES
 
PROFESSIONAL EDITING 
For your term paper or thesis. 
Experienced, efficient, reliably 
exacting. I will meet your dead-
line.
 
Call
 Grace 
831-475-2796
 
or evagrace@aol.com. 
EDITING BY THE PAGE 
Grammar & Organization 
Contact Ray at 924-7941. 
CHILD CARE. 
WO Area. Flex 
hours. Spanish/Enghsh speaking.
 
Contact Diane
 406-292-6698 rnsg. 
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN 
(includes  cosmetic) $69.00 
per 
year. Save 30% - 60°.. For info 
call 1-800-655-3225  or 
www.studentdental.com or 
www.goldenwestdental.corn 
HEALTH 
& BEAUTY  
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Call BIRTHRIGH 
408-241-8444  or 800-550-4900 
Free/Confidential 
2 BORNS in 
Nice 4 Bdrrn Home 
10 min from SJSU, near It 
rail.  
Master w/ba: $600,
 room: $550, 
both + 1/4 util. No pets, Call 
Michelle 
408-888-0193.  
MEN'S FURNISHED SHARED 
HOUSING  
from
 $415/month 
including 
utilities.  Across street 
from  SJSU. Month to month or 
lease. Apply 0 278 So. 10th St 
or call 243-0707 or 268-1750. 
scprop@attbi,corn 
TOWNHOUSE
 FOR SHARE, 
Evergreen hills. 
Cable. phone. util. 
DSL. maid service 
408.270-6944. 
RENTAL
 
HOUSING
  
FREE MONTH RENT- 2 bdrm 
1 bath
 across from Intl House 
Parking, water/trash, laundry 
facilities. Very clean apt $1100. 
406-995-5525.
 Cell 408-316-6996 
**FREE/FIRST MONTH
 RENT"' 
Extra
 large, newly remodeled: 
2 bdrrn/1 bath & 2 bdmv2
 full bath 
apts $1099/month and up Also.
 
3 bdrrn/2 bath apt. $1191LE 
Will work with you on 
2 blocks from SJSU. 
Water rash 
paid Parking 
avail.
 Washer/ 
Drier
 
on
 
site Cats OK. 
Well  managed 
studont
 hldia
 imA 
17ft 
1400 
AUTOS  FOR SALE 
1982 
VOLVO  WAGON Runs 
great,
 affordable new 
oil  fitter. 
$500tobo  Daniel 
408-757-2247 
day 
or 408-293-0429 
night 
EpAILY 
CLASSIFIED  - LOCAL RATES FOR 
NATIONAL / 
AGENCY
 WAIFS (All 
408-924-3277 
"tnt your 
ad here. Line is 
30 
s aces 
includin 
 
Itfito ranntanati
 
& 
sszsj  
between words. 
-1
 
JL.I  
UL11:1[.:1  LILIU LIULI 
J 
J 
-11.31-JUUJIJUILIULILILILILILVJULILIULQUIDEDULI
 
Ad Rates: 
3 -line minimum 
(),,f, Two 
lhmee
 Four 
Five
 
one 
classification:
 
Address  
Day Days 
Days  Days Days 
111,1,1'.
 
$5 
$7 
$$ 
$11
 
"3
 
t 
,I1CreaSeS
 
$2 for each 
additional  line per ad 
tat, iirmeases 
for each Additional  day 
FtwaLitricy
 
OrsbouNTs:
 
.'0
 
I consecutive  louses 
receive  10% off 
eniv4kaitive
 
issues 
receive  
200.
 
off 
,o 
ewe issues: 
receive 
25%  
off 
,fo:
 rains 
apply to Santa Clara 
County  
advertisers  
and 
SJSU
 
students
 staff & faculty. 
I,,,'
 
III  bold 
for  no 
extm 
.11,Ier up to 25 spaces 
Adortioi  sit words rnay
 be sel
 
III bold type at a per 
ad 
 
Rates  for 
consecutive  
publication  dates
 only 
ii,;. 
II 
QUESTIONS?  
CALL (408)
 924-3277 
SJSU STUDENT 
RATE:  
25% 
OFF
 - Rate applies to private party 
ads  
only,  no 
discount
 for other persons 
or businesses 
Ads 
must
 be placed 
in
 
person  
in DBH 209 from 10am
 to 3pm. 
STUDENT
 ID REQUIRED. 
Neese 
Crty
 
& Stele 
Please
 check ,/ 
Zip cods 
Phone 
Send check or money order
 to: (NO Credit Cards Accepted)  
Spartan  Daily
 Classifieds 
San
 Jose State 
University  
San Jest 
CA
 95192-0149
 
 Classified 
desk
 
is 
located
 in Dwight Bentel 
Hall,  Room 209 
 
Deadline  10 00 a 
m two 
weekdays  
before 
publication
 
 All ads ate 
prepaid O 
No 
refunds  on 
canceled ads 
Lust & 
Found 
ads are 
offered  free as a service to 
the
 campus 
community  
Lost
 
and Found'
 
Announcements 
Campus
 
Clubs  
Greek
 Messages 
Events 
Volunteers 
For 
Sale  
F 
lectronics  
Wanted
 
Employment
 
Opportunities
 
Rental Housing
 
Shared 
Housing  
Real 
Estate 
Services 
Health/Beauty 
Sports/Thrills
 
insurance
 
Entertainment
 
Travel
 
Tutonnq 
Word
 
Processing
 
Owen Nolan 
and  Glen Wesley 
to 
Toronto leading 
up
 to the deadline, the 
Maple 
Leafs added 
veterans
 
Doug 
Gilmour
 and Phil 
Housley
 in the
 
final 
hours trading 
was allowed. 
Gihnour,
 a forward, was a 
popular  cap-
tain of the 
Maple  Leafs from 1992-47.  
He 
was reacquired from
 Montreal for 
future 
considerations.  
Housley  was 
brought in from
 Chicago for 
Toronto's  
fourth-
 and 
ninth -round draft picks. 
The 
veteran pair has 
combined  for 
2.967
 
games
 of 'NHL experience. 
Detroit
 was also hard at work in an 
attempt to keep the Cup
 right where it is. 
The Red Wings shora.i up 
their defense 
by trading for Los Angeles' Mathieu 
Schneider,  a former champion with 
Montreal  in 1993 who is joining his sixth
 
NI II. team 
PHN: 
408-924-3277  
FAX: 408-924-3282 
classified@jrneajsu.edu 
FOR
 
SALE
 LOST 
& FOUND 
GOT JUNK? 
Sell it in the
 
Spartan Daily 
Classifieds 
LOST & 
FOUND  ADS are 
offered FREE as a SERVICE
 to 
the
 campus community. 
TODAY'S  
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Foggy 
5 Lean 
0 Ankle cover
 
4 Cal Tech grad 
5 Brief appeatance 
16
 Nylons 
17 French I verb 
18 Sonnet stanza 
19 Tumbledown 
building
 
20 Arrows and 
rockets 
2 
Quarrels
 
3 Conclusions 
4 Shade provider 
26 Practical joke 
29 
Commits 
burglary 
(2 
wds 
3 Sings 
gaily 
Veldt 
prowlers  
5 
Gossett  or Gehng 
Hertz rival 
7 Call, as an elk 
Golf stroke 
9 Kan neighbor 
Innsbruck locale 
Kitt feature 
Cheer up 
Soapy 
Removed weeds 
Lip, 
slangily  
Helicopter
 blade 
1 Socks
 and 
shirts  
5 Tax pros 
 Cowboy's charge 
Adams 
of
 pop 
Garden herb 
 
Young 
raptor
 
1 Dispatched 
Wooden pins 
Bohemian dance
 
Southwest an 
colony
 
DOWN 
1 Consider
 
2 Not pro 
PREVIOUS 
PUZZLE  SOLVED 
0 OM@ CIPIE10 
CI him 111P11211i1 MIEN 
EISIMI ECM, REM 
131;113131211;118111E1  
CIE113131111  
IMOD
 EICIIII301[113 
1901
 OM EMIZIO 
N MBE 
Nom 
HT EMU MO 
1 
El 
131:100
 CHM 
16,
 
.Nomiginur  
on IRE1 PURIM 
C 
P0
 S 
E R 
919111121E11  
tu 
1:1111511311
 0111,1DiEl
 
1103
 
2003 Untied Feature
 Sexlicate Inc 
3 Ball club 
VIPs 
4 
Birthday  items
 
5 Chew out 
6 Fastens 
a shoe 
7 
(Jtys 
8 
Before
 
marriage 
9 Little kid 
10 
Chilling  cry 
11 
Upswept
 hairdo 
12
 'Yeah. rightl"
 
(2 wets ) 
13 Wallet 
Mullets  
21 
Calligraphy 
fluids  
22 Mild 
brews 
24 Cave dweller 
25 Mathematician 
- Descartes 
26 
Fallback
 
strategy 
(2
 
wets) 
27 Big 
stream
 
28 
Suspect's
 "out" 
29 Enthused
 about 
(2 wds ) 
30 Fishtailed 
31 Tiny 
amounts 
32 Silly 
34 Attracted 
37
 Computer 
data 
unit 
38 Most 
luxurious  
40 Odin's son 
41 *Hey 
you!"  
43 Phantoms 
46 Glossy 
47 
Heart
 outlet
 
48 Mounties'
 org 
49 Mayberry kid 
50 2ingy taste 
51 
Kind of phone 
52 
Brainstorm  
53 Mexican
 boy 
54 
Obtains 
56 
Soak 
57 Pair 
If 
PAGE
 
6 
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2003  
ASSOCIATED
 
STUDENTS
 
ELECTIONS
 
NUMBERSI
 One 
presidential
 
candidate
 
DEBATE
 I 
continua/
 from page 1 
pendent 
this
 year is because I got 
disil-
lusioned with the
 fact that a lot of 
mud-
slinging and 
negative  campaigning
 ran 
against (the 
Impact  party) effectively: 
he said."' feel that 
there just needs to 
be
 
more 
positive change, positive  
energy 
and feedback and not just name-call-
ing." 
Tran said he thought the main reason 
why
 the Impact party is not involved 
this 
year  is because the environment 
may not be 
welcoming  for participation. 
"Most  of the positions are uncontest-
ed," he said. "Even the 
president's  posi-
tion is uncontested which,
 to me, is 
unfathomable." 
Tran said he found out the 
president's 
post was 
running  unopposed 
only after 
the deadline 
to apply had passed.
 By 
that time, 
he said, he had 
already
 
applied 
for the position of director of 
governing affairs. 
"I submitted two
 petitions, one after 
the other, to 
the Election Board for 
shifting my 
application  to the post of 
president," he said.
 "I wanted to make 
the position 
earned  and provide compe-
tition."
 
Tran 
said
 the board rejected his peti-
tions because he was 
not a member of a  
party He said the 
board  justified this 
move by saying the 
rules were stated in 
the Election 
Regulation  Manual. Tran 
said 
he thought that 
was"
 a 
bit  unfair" 
on the part of the board. 
Eric Velasquez, chief election 
officer 
with the Election Board
 said the board 
granted  Tran and other parties 
equal 
opportunities and that there was not 
much they 
could do outside the guide-
lines stated 
in
 the manual. He said it is 
the job of the board to 
give  a fair chance 
to all 
candidates 
betiire
 the deadlines
 
have 
passed.  
"I have 
no doubt 
that
 Mr. TrAn 
would  
have 
been an awesome
 candidate 
for  
the  post of 
president,"
 Velasquez said.
 
"If he had applied 
before  a deadline, 
that would have 
been  fine. There 
would  
have been no 
questions 
whatsoever."
 
Velasquez said he thought
 it was 
unfortunate 
that  only one student
 was 
running for 
president this year. 
lie said 
he
 would have preferred 
more  candi-
dates  for that post to give 
students  more 
options and get them involved. 
The Election Board 
tried  to give out 
ads in the paper, letters
 and fliers asking 
students to compete
 in the elections, 
he said. 
This year, two 
of the 13 legislative 
positions,
 namely  the positions
 of direc-
tor for extracurricular affairs and 
direc-
tor of students' rights and 
responsibili-
ties, will not be contested,
 Velasquez 
said. He said 
the candidates who 
applied for the position did 
not meet 
the eligibility standards
 required by the 
board.
 
Arash 
Shokouh,  the lone candidate 
running 
for president, said he was 
shocked and didn't know why he was 
running
 unopposed for this election. 
He said it was not a good situation 
because students will not get to hear 
different opinions. 
Shokouh said he thought the reason
 
why not many 
parties  were competing 
in 
the  election was that a lot of people 
from the opposing parties were not 
interested in 
participating,
 and they 
probably gave up. 
"I think (the Impact party) was there 
last year only to accomplish its own 
goals," Shokouh said. "If their goal was 
to serve students then where 
are they 
INVSTI  
Politics taught 
continuedfrom page I 
understand the importance of 
work-
ing as a group. She recalled herself as 
more individualistic before attending 
the program. 
She said the program created a space 
to learn about social issues in different 
communities,
 both national and inter-
national, that 
students  cannot experi-
ence by merely attending 
classes. 
Michael Fallon, program coordinator  
for the Center for Service Learning,
 
said such leadership 
programs
 are a 
great chance to interact with diverse 
people, learn global politics and "take 
in beyond the course work." 
By 
allowing students to travel 
abroad, Fallon pointed 
out that stu-
dents 
could  enjoy "international and 
national flavor to the world." 
In addition, he said that students 
could experience, rather 
than just 
observing, what other people's lives 
look like and what their needs are. 
Myers -Lipton said the program 
provides students the opportunity to 
learn academic and hands-on skills 
simultaneously. As a part of the pro-
gram, students learn skills in facilita-
tion, consensus 
decision -making, 
group dynamics, 
conflict  resolution 
and multicultural
 awareness. 
Participants
 also learn the history of 
community activism, strategy
 and tac-
tics for social change and the 
role  of 
institutions in the struggle for 
social 
justice. 
Four academic courses, service -
learning labs and six hours
 weekly 
community 
work are required 
throughout
 the program, he said. 
Regarding the time spent at the 
homeless shelter in San Jose during 
the domestic summer experience, 
Myers -Lipton suggests his students to 
consider why there are one million 
people without homes 
in the United 
States, when it is 
the richest country 
in the world. 
Myers -Lipton 
believes  that the 
domestic
 and international service 
trips allow the participants to become 
more aware of social issues. For exam-
ple, he said that campesinos in Central 
America work for as little as 81 a day 
on coffee farms, while at the same 
time, 
Americans  buy lanes for $4. 
Marveling at the inequality of the 
social and political situation, he said, 
If that's not slavery, what do you call 
it?" 
Denise
 Della Santina, a biology 
major senior who is thinking of apply-
ing to the program this year, said she 
is looking -forward to integrating the 
knowledge she learned
 in the class 
with first-hand experience. 
Santina said the program intrigued 
her because doing community service 
is a way to get involved in social 
action. With the current political situ-
ation and an impending U.S. war 
against Iraq, she said students should 
realize "it is time to 
wake  up and take 
some
 action." 
CHILDREN  
continued from page 1 
provide good learning 
experiences  in 
areas that are important in the field. 
"Interns teach nutrition education 
about Type 2 Diabetes," she said. "We 
also are going toward a nutrition
-based  
analysis software." 
Sandy Queen, the Cal -Pro -NET 
Center Coordinator with the nutrition
 
and food science department  and
 co -
coordinator for the 
event agreed that 
the 
impact  of the recent increase in 
Type 2 
Diabetes
 in young children is 
cause for concern among nutritionists. 
"It's something 
we've  never seen 
before," 
Qieen said. "The obesity rate 
has doubled in the
 last 20 years." 
Qieen described
 the main cause of 
Type 2 Diabetes 
in children as directly 
linked to diet and 
nutrition.  
"The main cause 
of children with 
Type 2 Diabetes 
is obesity, an inactive 
lifestyle, and it is not vitamin 
related,"
 
(been said. "Type 2 does not require 
insulin."
 
Qieen said the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture developed a nationwide 
strategy to combat child obesity with 
the School Meals Initiative ofl 996. 
"The school lunch program's reduced 
fat 
consumption goal was met initially, 
but 
we're not quite there," Queen said. 
"It
 is down from an average of 37 per-
cent of 
total  calories from fat and now 
it is 
 at the end of last year 34 per 
cent 
and the goal is 30 percent." 
Some students that attended were 
interested in 
hearing
 about the general 
skills involved 
in the food industry and 
said 
the 
advice  the panel gave applied 
to 
many other
 fields.
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Sam Lee, a senior computer science 
major, said he thought networking was 
the best 
advice  given at the event. 
"How 
(nutritionists)  start their 
careers is similar," 
he said. "Networking 
in the job market
 is important." 
Riva Huang, a 
graduate  in the nutri-
tion and food science department, 
said
 
she appreciated hearing that 
many  
people are hired from within
 an organ-
ization for supervisory 
positions.  
"It helps to know what it is like to be 
a supervisor," she said. "And what the 
jobs are like." 
Emel Kayaer, a junior nutrition and 
food science major, said she was inter-
ested in knowing the different ways 
that different professional women 
started their careers. 
"I am interested 
in
 ring into sports 
nutrition," she said. "Or start my own 
business." 
Henriette Oberg, a senior 
nutrition
 
and food science major, said she also 
enjoys networking and helping to get 
professionals to speak at meetings such 
as this one. Oberg is the president of 
the school's nutrition and food science 
club that also is a co-sponsor of the 
event. 
"Speakers  help to explain how they 
came to their career in the food indus-
try," she 
said.  "I want to have children 
and consulting sounds interesting if 
You 
r want
 to be on your own
 schedule." 
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Maribel 
Martinez,  current 
president  
of the A.S. executive board and
 an 
Impact party candidate last year, said 
she thought there was no 
campaigning  
this 
year  
since 
most
 of the positions
 are 
running 
uncontested.
 
"I can only 
conclude  that the climate 
on the board 
is
 not inviting
 to 
some
 stu-
dents,"
 she said. "Party
 
politics
 is 
inhibiting
 decision
 making 
on the 
board."
 
She said about 3,200 
students  out of 
an approximate 28,000
 students in 
SJSIT voted at the A.S. 
general  elections 
last year. This year she predicts there 
will
 be even fewer students voting for 
the 
general elections because of the lack  
of competition. 
Tiffany
 Mattozzi, a senior majoring 
in political science, said although she 
has been a student 
at
 SISU for five 
years, she normally 
doesnt  vote in the 
A.S. general elections. She said she
 did-
n't know enough about
 campus issues to 
be a 
responsible
 voter. 
Mattozzi said she thought it was a 
shame that there were so few contest-
ants for all the 
positions. 
"In theory, in order to have a democ-
racy  which (the students) and the 
university claim 
to have  we have to 
have people participatinf, and we need 
to have open elections, 
Matozzi said. 
"If there is no 
competition,  then there's 
no election to begin with." 
Frances Roth, director of the A.S. 
Child Care Center, said it was too bad 
that
 students were not interested in par-
ticating in the upcoming elections. 
"Not too many peoele vote in the AS. 
elections," she said. That just reflects 
the general
 apathy in the U.S. about 
voting." 
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continued from 
page  1 
Vedada Sirovica are both 
running
 as 
independents
 and Mike 
Nguyen  is 
running 
for  the Spartan party. 
Baskin said his motivation
 for run-
ning came 
from the idea 
that 
Spartan 
party 
has had control 
over 
AS.  He 
said if 
there is only 
one  party 
there is 
only one voice. He also said he 
wants 
to see more communication with 
stu-
dent organizations especially the 
ones 
in most need of help. 
"Not once 
did an A.S. member
 visit 
the 
Women's
 Resource Center 
for 
example,
 as 
well as other
 
organiza-
tions,  he 
said. 
"I will attend student
 group meet-
ings, like I already 
have
 been, if elect-
ed- as director of campus
 climate 
affairs." 
His opponent, Sirovica,
 said she 
wants to see more student
 involve-
ment.  
"I want to see more 
diversity
 in A.S., 
and I want to be the one to represent 
those students who are too shy and get 
them involved," she said. 
Sirovica is an international 
student 
and said that will help her communi-
cate with students because they will be 
able 
to
 relate 
to 
her. 
She said she also wants to see better
 
communication between A.S. and stu-
dent organizations.
 
"If elected, I will get to know all
 the 
presidents of each organization 
and  let 
them  know I am available to hear their 
concerns," she said. 
Lastly, Nguyen listed safety and 
comfort as priorities he would address 
if elected to A.S. He brought up the 
issue of  the hate graffiti threatening 
Muslims that was found in San Jose 
limM 
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State University
 bathrooms last week, 
saying he 
didn t want students
 to be 
frightened on 
campus. 
"I want to 
incorporate
 counseling, 
and just overall make
 students feel 
better about being here," Nguyen said. 
The position of A.S. president was 
unopposed.  
Junior, 
Arash 
Shokouh,
 will 
step 
up and 
take  
the position. 
He
 
was the presi-
dent of the 
Persian 
Club. 
He is 
majoring  
in 
computer  
engineering and
 
said he complet-
ed 
the goals he 
set 
when he 
ran 
for 
director  of 
student 
fee 
affairs. 
One goal 
in 
particular,  he said, was stopping 
creek 
card
 vendors from approaching 
students. 
He agreed with Greathouse saying 
that the Child
 Care Center is a press-
ing issue. 
'Because of budget 
cuts, we will also 
see cuts affecting other
 entities such as 
the Student Union
 and athletics," he 
said. "I want to 
see financial support  
without  digjOng into the pockets of 
the students. 
He also said he wants to see vacant
 
positions filled and make it conven-
ient for other board members to com-
municate with him by actively letting 
them know he is available. 
The debate
 for the director of gov-
erning 
affairs
 was the last on the itin-
erary.
 The two candidates are Huy 
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2003 
A.S. 
Elections
 
March 18 
and 
March 19 
Tran
 
running
 
as an 
independent
 and 
Jonathan
 
K.
 
Nadiranto
 from
 the
 
Spartan
 
party.
 
Tran 
began
 by 
saying  
he hears
 
many
 
stories
 about
 
AS., and 
it 
upsets
 him
 
that 
people 
are 
ignoring  
what 
is really
 
going  
on
 in the 
student
 
government.
 
"How
 do 
people 
expect
 students
 to 
run when
 people 
are 
scaring  them 
away
 
from 
running?"
 he 
asked. 
"I 
want
 to see all 
the 
bickering  that 
makes the 
meetings 
go on 
for hours
 
stopped,"  
Tran
 said. 
"I 
want 
to
 make 
sure 
the board
 operates 
the way 
it is sup-
posed  to, 
making  
sure
 the 
student 
voice is heard. 
Nadiranto  said 
he wants to 
see the 
laws 
of A.S. used 
in a more 
effective 
way  and said 
he agrees 
with  Tran 
about
 
the  bickering 
that  goes on 
in
 A.S. 
"The bylaws
 have been 
used as a 
hindrance
 and 
not  in a 
proactive
 way 
as they 
should,"
 he said. 
"let me be .1 
voice for students." 
Tran said if the 
board would 
oper-
ate the way 
it
 should, then the 
stu-
dent's 
voices  would be heard. 
lie said 
the board 
operates certain
 ways 
because the
 Spartan party 
holds  the 
majority 
on the board while there are 
only two
 positions held by 
Impact  
members. 
"They should not go with the flow 
of
 
things like they have," he said. 
"I want to make 
sure
 the independ - 
ent voice is heard." 
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